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APPENDIX I. 
Unpublished Ori anal Tests Used in the Research 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR AD,FINTSTFATION Or MORAY HOUSE TESTS 
1. It cannot be too strongly emphasised that the following procedure 
should be adhered to exactlZ. In particular, great care must be exercised 
in the timing of tests, and the supervisor should be provided with a watch 
which has a seconds hand. If a stop watch is used, its accuracy should be 
confirmed by comparison with the seconds hand of an ordinary watch, as 
stop watches are often seriously in error. 
2. The tests are answered in,pencil on the pages of the test booklets. 
Ideally each child should be provided with two sharpened pencils before 
the test; alternatively, the supervisor should have a supply of spare 
pencils at hand in case any child breaks his pencil point during the 
test. In the latter case the children should be told before the test 
that anyone who breaks his pencil point during the test should at once 
hold up his hand. 
3. Apart from the test booklets and pencils, no other material is to be 
allowed: no rulers, india- rubbers, scribbling paper, pens, etc. 
4. If possible there should be two invigilators to each room. One 
invigilator should stand at the desk facing the children, reading the 
instructions when necessary, keeping the time with a watch before him, 
observing that no child looks at his neighbour's paper, and generally 
supervising the whole arrangements. He should not permit himself to 
be distracted by callers entering the room, by talking to anybody, by 
reading the test booklet himself, or by attempting to do work of his own 
during the period. Copying, which is comparatively easy with this type 
of examination, should be carefully guarded against. 
5. The second invigilator should patrol the room quietly and unobtrusively. 
He should have with him a reserve supply of pencils in case any child breaks 
his pencil point, so that no time is wasted. Besides watching the class 
and observing that no child copies, he should be on the alert to see that 
the children turn over the pages correctly, and that each child after 
completing one page goes straight on to the next without waiting for a 
signal. In general, he should see that the children carry out the 
instructions as to the method of answering to the best of their ab.Lity. 
As a rule, however, it will only be obvious blunderers who need a 
eye upon them in these respects. There are always a few who write they 
have to underline, or vice versa, endeavour unnecessarily to rewrite 
questions or sums, or make some similar mistake. An indication with 
finger or a whispered word of explanation is sufficient in these i_nte:. 
Otherwise no assistance whatever is to be given. 
2. 
Junior Arithmetic Test 1 A. 
After filling in details on front page say 
"Now turn over to page one. Fold back the page ". 
Illustrate how this is to be done. 
Say "This is a short practice test to let you see what you have to do ". 
Read the instructions preceding the first three examples and 
start the cláss on the first three examples only. 
See that everyone is doing it correctly, putting the answer 
in the correct place etc. 
Repeat for the other three sets of three examples on this 
page. 
When this is completed say "Now turn over your books to 
Section I ". 
Read the instructions at the top of the page and start 
the class after which no assistance apart from that mentioned 
in paragraph 5 of the general instructions should be given. 
At the end of 10 minutes say "Stop working. Put your 
pencils down ". 
When all the children have done so say "Now turn over to 
Section II, Fold back your books as you did last time and make 
sure that you are looking at Section II ". 
Check that they are looking at the correct page. 
Read the instructions at the top of the page and start 
as before. 
Carry through the rest of the test in the same way. 
Time allowed for test (a) Children working 8o minutes 
(b) Instructions 20 minutes 
Total 1 hr.40 minutes 
Junior Arithmetic Test 1 B. 
After filling up the details on the front page say 
"This test is like the one you did on Monday but this time 
it is in only two sections. 
"There are 4 pages in the first section and 3 pages in the 
second section. 
"You are to work right through to the end of Section I and 
then you must stop until you are told to go on. In Section I there 
are addition sums, subtraction sums, multiplication sums and division 
sums. Be sure that you look at the top of each question to see what 
you have to do ". 
Make sure that this is understood. 
Then say "Tarn over to pago 1". 
3. 
Junior Arithmetic Test 1B (Continued) 
Road the instructions at the top of the page and start the test. 
At the end of 25 minutes say "Stop working. Put your pencils 
down. 
Then say "Turn over to page 5." 
Read the instructions at the top of the page and start the test. 
At the end of 25 minutes say "Stop working. Put your pencils down." 
Time allowed for test (a) Working Time 50 minutes 
(b) Instructions 10 minutes 
Total 1 hour 
Junior Arithmetic Test 1 C. 
After filling up the details on the front page say "This test 
is exactly like the one you did on Wednesday but this time you must try 
to see how quickly you can do it. 
"There are 4 pages in the first section and 3 pages in the 
second section. You are to work right through to the end of Section I 
and then you must stop until you are told to go on. 
Me sure to look at the top of each question to see what you 
have to do." 
Make sure that this is clear. 
Then say "Turn over to Page 1." 
Read the instructions at the top of the page and start the test. 
At the end of 12i minutes say "Stop working. Put your pencil- down." 
Then say "Turn over to page 5." 
Read the instructions at the top of the page and start the tetit 
At the end of 12 minutes say "Stop working. Put down your 
pencils." 
Time allowed for test (a) Working Time 25 minutes 
(b) Instructions 10 minutes 
Total 35 minutes 
4. 
Junior Arithmetic Test 1 D. 
After filling up the details on the front page say "This test 
has only one section in it. You are to work right through to the end 
of the test." 
"The test consists of little problems. If you cannot do any 
questions after trying it, do not waste time on it. Leave it out and 
go on to the next question. Turn over to Page 1. " 
Read the instructions at the top of the page and start the test. 
At the end of 25 minutes say "Stop wc_king. Put down your pencils." 
Time allowed for test (a) Working :.,rj 25 minutes 
(b) Instructions 10 minutes 
Total 35 minutes 
Series Test I 
After filling in the details on the 
page 1. Fold back the page." Illustrate 
Read the instructions at the top of 
two examples with the class. 
front say "Turn over to 
how this is to be done. 
the page and then do the 
Take answers from the claso. Use the board. 
teach them the first two cxam,Dlos. 
Then read the instructions following 
the class that they are to do only examples 
After 2 minutes say "Stop working. 
In other words, 
these two examples, remind 
1 - 10 and start the test. 
Put your pencils down." 
"Now turn over to page 2." Make sure everyone is looking at 
page 2. Read the instructions at the top of the page, do the exampl; 
with the class as above, and start the test. 
Watch that no pupil goes on to page 4. 
After 15 minutes say "Stop working. Put your pencils down+' 
"Now turn over to page 4." 
Read the instructions at the top of the page and do the two 
, examples with the class as above. Remind the class that they are to 
do only questions 1 -- 10. Start the test. After 5 minutes say 
"Stop working. Put your pencils down." 
"Turn over to page 5." Make sure everyone is looking at page 5. 
Read the instructions at the top of the page, do the example with the 
class as above and start the test. 
After 20 minutes say "Stop working. Put your pencils down." 
Time allowed for test (a) Working Time 42i- inutes 
(b) .instructions 72 minutes 
Total 50 minutes 
5. 
Junior Language Test 1 
After filling in the details on the front page say "Turn over 
to page 1. Fold back your books." Illustrate how to fold back their 
books so that only page 1 is visible. 
"Now look at this example. We have to find out which of the words 
in the brackets means the OPPOSITE of the word in heavy type. Now which 
word means the opposite of "long". Get the answer "short" from the class. 
"Yes, that is correct so we have underlined the word "short" in the brackets. 
"The next four questions are the same sort of question. See if you 
can do them for yourselves. Begin." 
Time - One Minute. 
At the end of one minute say "Stop working. Put your pencils down ". 
"Now look at this example. This time we have to find out the word 
in the brackets which means the SAME as the word in heavy type. Now which 
word means the same as "large" T Get the answer "big" from the class. 
"Yes, that is correct so we have underlined the word "big" in the brackets. 
Now do the next four questions for yourself - Begin." 
Time - One Minute. 
At the end of one minute say "Stop working. Put your pencils down." 
"Now look at this next example. In this case we have to find out 
which of the animals in the bracket BARKS. Now which animal barks T " 
Get the answer "dog" from the class. "Yes, that is correct so we have 
underlined the word "dog" in the brackets. 
page." 
Now do the next four questions for yourself. Do not turn over the 
Time One Minuto. 
At the end of one minute say "Stop working. Put your pencil.: down." 
Then say "Now turn over your books to page 2." When all 
children have done so say "You are to do all the questions on thíE 2e 
for yourself. You are told at the beginning of each set of quest:_':"; 
what you are to do. Go straight on to the foot of the page are_' thy.:, 
look over your answers until you are told to stop." 
Time - Three Minutes. 
At the end of 3 minutes say "Stop working. Put your pencils down 
Then say "Turn over to page 3. You may leave your books open this 
time." Show the children what is meant. 
Then say "You are now to do all the questions on pages 3 and 4 for 
yourselves. You are told at the beginning of each set of ,questions what 
you are to do. Go straight on to the foot of pago 4 and then look over 
your answers until you are told to stop. Do not turn over to pago 5." 
Time .- 9 Minutes. 
At the end of 9 minutes say "Stop working. Put your pencils down." 
6. 
Junior Language Test 1 (Continued) 
After a short pause say "Now turn over to page 5 and fold your 
books back". Illustrate. 
Read the instructions at the top of the page with the children and 
read the first story with them. Then read the instructions in black type 
after the story ana set the class to answer the first four questions. 
Time .. 1 minute. 
At the end of 1 minute say "Stop working. Put your pencils down." 
Do the next two passages in the same way in each case reading the 
passage to the children. Time to answer questions in each case - one 
minute. 
On completion of page 5 say "Turn over your books to Pago 6." 
When all the children have done so say "You are now to read all the 
stories and answer all the questions on pages 6 -- 10 for yourselves. 
Read each story and then answer the questions about it. Go right 
on to the foot of page 10 and then look over your answers until you 
Are told to stop." Make sure that this is understood, 
"You will have 20 minutes. Begin. " 
At the end of 20 minutes say "Stop working. Put your pencils down." 
Total time for administration (a) Working time 38 minutes 
(b) Instructions 15 minutes 
Total 53 minutes 
Junior Space Test 1 
After filling in the details on the front page say "Turn over to 
page 1." Read the instructions at the top of the page with the children 
and at the end say "Remember there are two pages of drawings. St_. at 
the foot of page 2. You will have ten minutes. Now begin." 
At the end of ten minutes say "Stop working, pencils down." 
Then say "Turn over to page 3" 
Read over the instructions with them. Remind them that ti:er? 
are two pages of drawings and that they have to go on to the foot 
page 4. Tell them they will have ten minutes and start the test. 
At the end of ten minutes say "Stop working, pencils down." 
Time for administration of test (a) Working time 20 minutes 
(b) Instructions 10 minutes 
Total 30 minutes 
7 
Junior Space Test II 
After filling up the details on the front page say "Turn over 
to page 1." 
"The whole of this test has to do with cubes. A cube has six 
sides or faces." 
Illustrate this with one of the unpainted cubes. Now suppose that 
we place the two cubes A'and B together as shown in the diagram and then 
paint the outside of the whole block." 
Illustrate this by placing two unpaiW6ed cubes together as in the 
diagram and then replace them by two cubes painted on 5 sides with their 
two unpainted sides next to each other. (These should have been put 
together before and placed ready to hand). 
"How many sides of cube A will be painted?" Get the class to 
answer. Take answers till you get a correct answer and then take the 
two cubes apart and show why the answer is correct. This point should 
be made quite clear. Put them together again and in the same way find 
how many sides of B will be painted. 
Have the children fill in these answers in the brackets. 
Then join the three unpainted cubos together saying "Suppose 
we join three cubes A B and C together and then paint the outside of 
the whole block (replace the unpainted block by three cubes, two painted 
on 5 sides and one on 4 sides)." 
Answer for yourselves the three questions on your question paper. 
After one minute take answers orally and illustrato the correct 
answers by taking the three cubes apart and showing why A and C are 
painted on 5 sides and B on 4 sides. 
This whole page may be taught. Make sure that it is clear. 
This will probably take about 15 minutes. 
Then say "Turn over to page 2." 
Read the instructions at the top of the page and start the t 
See that the children are going ahead. 
Further instruction may be given to individual children only- if 
it is found that they have failed to grasp the instructions. These may 
then be repeated. 
After 20 minutes say. " Stop working. Put your pencils down." 
Time allowed for test (a) Working time 20 minutes 
(b) Instructions 20 minutes 
Total 40 minutes 
8. 
Murices 
Distribute scoring forms and test books. Pill in details at top 
of scoring form. 
Then say "Open your books at the first page. It is like this". 
Hold up the demonstration enlargement for the class to see. "At the top 
it says Set A and you have a column A on your scoring form. Point to 
column A on your scoring form. This picture is Al. You see what it is. 
The upper part is a pattern with a bit left out. Each of these bits 
below (point to each in turn) is the right shape to fit the space but they 
do not all complete the pattern. Number 1 (point to the bit and then to 
the pattern) is suite rl.e puLtern,. Numbers 2 and 3 are wrong - 
they fit the space but they are not the right patterns. What about 
number 6 ? It is the right pattern (illustrate that the pattern is the 
same as the pattern above) but it does not go all over. Put your finger 
on the one that is quite right ". Notice carefully how this is done. 
Give further explanation if it is necessary and thon say "Yes, number-4 
is the right one so the answer to Al is 4 - write 4 here against number 1 
in column A on your scoring form. Do not turn over yet." 
Wait for everyone to finish and then continue "On every page in 
your book there is a pattern with a bit left out. All you have to do 
each time is to choose which of the bits is the right one to complete the 
pattern. When you have found the right bit you write the number of it 
down on your scoring form against the number of the pattern. They are 
simple at the beginning and get harder as you go on. There is no catch. 
If you pay attention to the way the easy ones go, you will find the later 
ones less difficult. Try each in turn, right to the end of the book. 
Go at a steady pace. If you come to any question that you cannot do 
after trying it leave it out and go on to the next one. Leave out as 
few as possible. See how many you can get right. Put the answers 
to set A in the first column of your scoring form, put the answers to 
set B in the second column and so on. Now turn over to A 2 and do the 
next one. Do not go on to A 3." 
When sufficient time has been allowed for them to write down 
the answer to A 2 say "The right one,of course, is number 5. See that 
you have written the figure 5 against number 2 in column A on your form. 
Go on like that right to the end of the test. You will have 40 m_:uates.N 
Supervision. 
Mistakes occur in filling up the scoring form. See that each 
child has entered correctly on his form his own solutions to the ir.t 
five problems. Help where necessary. Once the children have grasped 
the nature of the initial problems and the way in which to set down their 
answers give no further help. 
Twenty minutes after the start of the test see that each child 
is still recording his choices against the correct numbers on his scoring 
form and assist where necessary. Urge abnormally slow children to be a 
little quicker. 
Time for administration (a) Working time 40 minutes 
(b) Instructions 15 minutes 
Total 55 minutes 
9. 
Junior Intelligence Test 
Page 1. 
After filling in details on the front page say to the children "To -day we 
are going to try to work out some very interesting little problems. We shall do 
some of them together, and then when you see how they are done you will do some 
for yourselves. 
"Open your books at the first page. Fold back the page." Illustrate 
how this is to be done. "You will see at the top of the page an alphabet which 
you may use to help you to solve the little problem on that ?age. 
"Look at it and make sure that you can read it. 
"Now look at the first question. It is called (a). 
"Read it." Have someone road it. 
"What is the third letter of the alphabet ?" - 0 
"What is the letter after that ?" - D 
"Yes. So we write a letter D in the brackets àt the end of the line. 
"Now loop at the second question marked (b). 
"What letter comes between K and M? 
"Look at the alphabet above. Find the letter K. Now find the letter M. 
What letter comes between them? "L ". So we write the letter L in the brackets 
at the end of the line. 
"Now you try and do example (c) for yourselvos." 
Take answers orally and show how to get correct answer. Same with (d). 
"Now see if you can do the next four questions for yourselves." 
Time 3 minutes. 
After 3 minutes say "Stop working. Put your pencils down." 
"Now turn over to page 2'. 






We have to find what would be the next number in the line and put it is tho 
brackets." 
Find orally the connection between 1 and 4, 4 and 7 and 7 and 10 and hence 
the answer to the question. 
"Now look at example (b)." Do it in the same way as question (a). 
"Now see if you can do the next six questions. Remember you have only to 
do questions 5 - l0 just now." 
Time 3 minutes. 
After 3 minutes say "Stop working. Put your pencils down." 
"Now look at the next questions. You will see that we now have letters 
instead of numbers, and there is an alphabet printed to help you. 
"Look at example (a). 
"We have the three lettdrs A, C and E, and we have to put in the 
brackets the next letter in the row." 
Derive orally the answer to the question. 
"Now look at example (b)0 You will notice that there are two letters 
in each group. See if you can gflt the answer for yourselves. Remember to put it 
in the brackets at the end of the line." 
Check this answer with them. 
Vow do questions 11 - 17 for yourselves. Remember to put the answer 
in the brackets." 
Time 32 minutes. 
After 3z minutes say "Stop w rking. Put your pencils down." 
Tow turn over to page 3 and fold your books back in the same way as 
before." Illustrate. 
"The next examples are in a sort of secret cc qe. 
"Let us look at the first one and see if we can fin.' out what the code is. 
'question 1 says X R Y Z means CO`s , and we have to find out what 
Z R means. 
"If X R Y Z means COAT what does Z mean? What does amoan? So what 
does ZR mean? Yes, "to ", so we underline the word "to" in the brackets at the 
end of the line. 
"Now see if you can do question (b) for yourselves." 
Go over it with them as above. 
"Now do questions 18 - 22 for yourselves. *t Renomboé to put-you,..- 
in the brackets. Do not go past question 22." 
Time 3 minutes. 
After three minutes say "Stop working. Put your pencils down." 
Then say "Here are some more code questions, only this time each letter stands 
a number. 
"Look and see what each letter is equal to. Now look at example (a). 
The number 231. 
'What letter equals 2? That letter equals 3? What letter equals 1? 
So 231 equals BOA, So we put BOA in the brackets at the end of the l lad. 
Now look at example (b). Read it caerefully and see if you can put in 
the answer." 
Go over it with them. 
11. 
"Now see if you can do examples 23 - 30 for yourselves. Remember to 
read each example carefully and to put your answers in the brackets. Remember 
also to read the instructions between examples 2 5 and 2 6." 
Time 4 minutes. 
After 4 minutes say "Stop working. Put your pencils down." 
"Now turn over to page 4" 
¶r¶ook at the example (a). There you have a list of five words. Two of 
these words mean the opposite. What are they? Yes - "good sad bad" so the 
words good and bad have been underlined. 
"Now see if you can do example (b). Remember you are to pick out 
two words which mean the opposite and then you are to underline them." 
Check that they know what to do. 
"Now do the ones below for yourselves. Remember to uLderline the two 
words which mean the opposite of each other. 
Time 22 minutes. 
After 22 minutes say "Stop working. Put your pencils down." 
"Look at example (a). A puppy is a little (or baby) dog. A kitten 
is a little (or baby ) cat. So kitten has been underlined in. ho first bracket 
and cat has been underlined in the second. 
"Now look at example (b). See if you can do it for yourself." 
Check that the children understand the principle. 
"Now do the ones below for yourself. Romnmber to underline 
two words in each answer, one word in each bracket. 
Time 32 minutes. After 32 minutes say "Stop working. Put your 
pencils down." 
'Turn over to page 5 and fold back your books as you did before.'' Illustrate. 
"Read the story at the top of the page and thon answer the ques'..: below it. 
When you have answered these three questions go right on and answer the ": oe 
questions below. 
"Do not go on to the sums below 
Time 32 minutes. After 3 minutes say "Stop working. Put your 
pencils down." 
a dot. 




"It is a subtraction sum but some of the numbers have been missed out. 
"You have to fill in the missing numbers. You pat a number whore there is 
"Now what would you have to take from 8 to got 5? 
12. 
°Yes, "311. So we put in a 3. 
"What would you have to take 2 from to get 4? Yes "6 ". So we put in a 6. 
"Now you complete the three sums below in the same way. 
Time 3z minutes. After 3-2 minutes say "Stop workixg. Put your 
pencils down." 
"Turn over to page 6." 
Go over with the children what it ;,ays below the square. "Now write 
in the brackets the correct answers to i ;'. e !.- gestions." 
Time 22 minutes. 
After 2i minutes say "Stop i.rorking, Put your pencils down." 
"Now turn over to page 7. You do not need to fold your book back 
this time. 
"In this test you do not have to write anything at all. You just have 
to draw a line under the answer you choose. 
"Look at the drawings at the top of the page. These are the same as 
I have on the blackboard," (Have on the blackboard a copy of the first three lines of 
the drawings on page 7 copied as accurately as possible.) 
"The first two are like one another in some way, or maybe in more than one 
ray, - and we have to find another like the third in exactly the same way as 
the first is like the second." (Point to each figure as mentioned.) "To make 
it easier we are given five answers and we have to choose the right one and draw 
a line under it. 
"We 1l do the first ono together. 
"Look at the first two, - a big e ue..o and a little square. We now have 
to find which one of these five (pointing) this third ono is like (t:zinting) in just 
the same way as the first is like the so3.o d (poin,inr). A big square is to a 
little square as a big circle is to - which cne ce you thigh? - yes, a little circle. 
The first pair of drawings have the same shape you see (pointing) and the .,. cond is 
smaller than the first (pointing). We have to look then for one which °ho 
same skjape as this third drawing (pointing) and is smaller than it is. -.,1, draw 
a line under the little circle to show that is the answer we have chosen. 
"Now let us try the second one." (Point to each drawing as it i 
"The first drawing is a little circle r °ith a dot. The second is 
circle and without a dot. The second one is bigger and has ILO dot. Wo now 
to find a drawing which this one is like in just the same way - it must have the 
same shape - be bigger and have no dot, so we draw our lino under this one. And 
so we 4an say a little circle with a dot is to a big empty circle as a little drawing 
like this with a dot is to a big empty drawing like this. 
"Now try the third one. Look at the first two drawings. Do you see that 
the second is just the shaded part of the first one? Now we have to choose for 
our answer a drawing that will be lire the third one in just the same way. This 
one is just like it. It is a shaded bit of the third one, so we a draw a line 
under it to show wo have chosen that as our answer. 
"Now you are going to try some by yourselves. Remember to look at the first 
two little drawings carefully and decido how they go together. Then find one 
from the five answers which goes with the third drawing in the same way, and draw a 
line under it. 
if you . ake a mistake and want to ch,.1.; ̂. 'o our L 'i8',. í ; C: r íri rub it 
out - draw a line through your first line like this (Do .on blackboard) and then 
draw your new line under the answer you think is correct. You are to do all 
the questions on pagos 7 and 8." 
Time 7 minutes. 
Watch that the children go on to page 8. Remind them to do so if they 
forget. 
At the end of 7 minutos say "Stop working. That your pencils down." 
"Turn over to page 9 and fold over your books" (Illustrate). Road over 
the instructions at the topof the page with the children. After they have dono 
examples 2 and 3 check their answers and Make sure that they know what to do. 
Then say "Now do the rest of the questions on this page for yourselves." 
Timo 5 minutes. 
After 5 minutes say "Stop working. Put your pencils down." 
"Turn over to page 10." 
Read over the instructions at the top of the page with the children. 
Then say "Now do the rest of the questions on this page for yourselves." 
Time 5 minutes. After 5 minutes say "Stop working. Put your 
pencils down." 
"Turn over to page 11." 
Read over the instructions at the top of the page with the children. 
Make sure they understand the names of the shapes and that they can see the three 
shapes in the diagram. Make sure that they see that the figure 9 is inside the 
circle only and that the figure 12 is inside the circle and oblong but outside 
the triangle. 
Then say "Now do questions 95 -- 100 for yourselves." 
Time 3 minutes. 
After 3 minutes say "Stop working. Put your pencils doi.n." 
Collect papers. 
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PRACTICE TEST 
All the sums in the first row are addition sums. Do the three sums in this row and the 
your pencil down. Now begin. 
I . _' . :1. 
Add. Add. Add. 
1 
4 5 (3 s. d. 
(i 2 1 i 5 (i 
5 :' >(i1 1 u 
All the sums in this row are subtraction sums. Do the three sums in this row and then put 
pencil down. Now begin. 
4. .i. (i. 
Subtract. Subtract. Subtract. 
5 i 8 1 (i '!. s. d. 
<354 4 :3 8 (i 8 
() 
All the sums in this row are multiplication sums. Do the three sums in this row and the( 
your pencil down. Now begin. 
. Vii. 
Multiply. Multiply. Multiply. 
(3 :3 1 2 i 
4 :3 (i 
All the sums in this row are division sums. Do the three sums in this row and then put 
pencil down. Now begin. 
1(1. H. 12. 
Divide. Divide. Divide. 
8 4 I, y 4 7 .) hv 5 9 9 2 hy :3 1 
DO NOT TURN OVER UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD 
SECTION ONE 
All the sums in this section are addition sums. Remember to work as quickly and as carefully as 
u can. You will have 10 minutes for this section. Now begin. 
Add. Add. Add. Add. Add. 
9 24 63 325 437 
6 12 25 478 6 
7 20 44 637 78 
i t. 7. 8. 9. 10. 
Add. Add. Add. Add. Add. 
963 4072 3207 s. d. s. d. 
458 6358 29 4 5 3 7 
2576 7629 674 3 4 2 4 
s. d. s. 
11. I -'. 13. 14. 15. 
Add. Add. Add. Add. Add. 
s. d. s. ( 1. s. d. s. d. s. d. 
4 1 8. i 2 31 3 12 9 7 
'3 3 3 1 1 1 6 2 52 5 8 
5 4 4 6 3 4 1 6 102 7 6 











£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. E. s. d. 
1 2 3 3 9 4 12 
. 
6 8 14 6 9 25 0 0 
3 4 2 4 6 6 9 18 4 5 10, 14 6 8 
2 3 4 5 7 11 14 7 5 1,2 14 8 12 11) 4 
Ç 
DO NOT TURN OVER UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD 
SECTION TWO 
All the sums in this section are subtraction sums. Remember to work as quickly and as caret 
as you can. You will have 10 minutes for this section. Now begin. 
1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 
Subtract. Subtract. Subtract. Subtract. Subtract. 
68 43 55 67 528 

















8 7 3 
11. 12. 13. 11. 15. 
Subtract. Subtract. Subtract. Subtract. Subtract. 
s. cl. s. cl. .. d. s. cl. s. d. 
6 8 7 1 0 6 4 1 4 3 5 6 
3 6 1 8 2 8 7 1 0 2 7i 
s. cl. s. cl. s. d. s. (I. s. 
16. 17. 1S. 19. 20. 
Subtract. Subtract. Subtract. Subtract. Subtract. 
£ s. d. t s. d. t s. d. 
1 2 1 4 5 2 5 0 0 16 12 9 
4 16 8 2 1 0 2 1 0 8 10. 
£ s. d. £ s. d. 
1 2 9 7 1 1 7 5 
5 4 3 5 9 3 
£ £ £ t 
DO NOT TURN OVER UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD 
SECTION THREE 
All the sums in this section are multiplication sums. Remember to work as quickly and as carefully 
ou can. You may put the working in the money sums in the space below them. 
You will have 10 minutes for this section. Now begin. 
1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 
Multiply. Multiply. Multiply. Multiply. Multiply. 
9 8 7 23 97 
6 7 9 3 8 
6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 
Multiply. Multiply. Multiply. Multiply. Multiply. 
f 85 :390 412 547 46 7 
6 9 23 56 80- 
11. 12. 13. 14. '15. 
Multiply. Multiply. Multiply. Multiply. Multiply. 
9 7 8 s. d. s. (1. s. d. s. cl. 
69 3 4 2 3 3 9 5 7 
5 6 4 8 
s. cl. s. d. s. cl. £ 
16. 17. 18. 19. 20. 
Multiply. Multiply. Multiply. Multiply. Multiply. 
cl . t s. cl. s. d. t s. ci. 
2 1 1 3 5 1 3 5 5 6 6 3 1 2 6 
4 7 8 9 7 
s. d. t t . £ 
DO NOT TURN OVER UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD 
SECTION FOUR 
All the sums in this section are division sums. Remember to work as quickly and as careft 
as you can. You will have 122 minutes for this section. Now begin. 
1. :. :1. 
Divide. Divide. Divide. 




4 8 by (i 2 5 5 by 5 
6. 7. S. 9. 
Divide. Divide. Divide. Divide. 
3 2 8 by 4 5 6 7 by 9 i7 6 by 8 5 ll 4 by (i 
11. 
Divide. 




1.2. 1:1. 14. 1.1. 
Divide. Divide. Divide. Divide. 
1 1 7 O by 2 6 2 9 6 1 by 1 7 4 9 .i 6 by 5') 1 i4 (1 by 6 
16. 17. 1s. 19. '(i, 
Divide. Divide. Divide. Divide. Divide. 
s. d. S. (1. S. (1. t (I. t S. d. 
1 2 8 by 4 1 6 :3 by 5 17 6 by i S) 1 5 (3 by :3 1 2 1 4 6 h! 
DO NOT TURN OVER UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD 
SECTION FIVE 
Each of the sums in this section is a little problem. When you have found the answer to the 
Luestion put it in the brackets at the end of the line. If you cannot answer any question after trying 
t, do not waste time on it. Go on to the next. You may do your working in the margin if you 
vish. 
Remember to work as quickly and as carefully as you can. You will have 122 minutes for this 
section. Now begin. 
I . Add together 8, 7, 9. ( ) 
Add together 6, 7, 12. 
Subtract 9 from 15. 
4. . Subtract 29 from 47. 
5. . . Multiply 9 by 7 and add 4 to the answer. 
( ) 
( ......... ....... .....) 
( ) 
( ) 
6. . Divide 72 by 8. ( ) 
7. . What number multiplied by itself gives 36 ? 
8. Jim liad 31d. Tom had 22d. How much had they altogether ? 
9. Jean had ls. to spend. She spent 72d. How much had she left ? 
10. What is the cost of 3 pencils at 22d. each ? 
11. Three boys divide ls. between them. How much does each get ? 
12. . What is half of £1 ? 
13. Multiply 25 by 8. 
14. . Multiply 30 by 12. 
15. Tom has 41d. Jim has twice as much. How much has Jim ? 
16. Jean has 6d. Mary has twice as much as Jean. How much have 
they together ? . 
17. . What is half of 2s. 6d. ? 
18. A boy spent 2s. 9d. on Monday, 3s. 6d. on Tuesday, and 5s. 3d. on 
Wednesday. How much did he spend altogether ? 
19. A book contains 192 pages. If a boy reads 8 pages each day, how 












( s. d.) 
( s. d.) 
( s. d.) 
( days) 
20. . . What is the cost of 32 lb. of flour at 4d. per lb. ? ( ................s. ............d.) 
21. . . What number divided by 8 gives 7 ? ( ) 
22. Divide 460 by 20. ( ) 
23. Divide 500 by 25. ( 
24. What is the cost of 3 jerseys at 6s. 8d. each ? (£. k: ..d.) 
25. I gave John 84 stamps and James 5 times that number. How many 
stamps did I give away in all ? ( u +.:, r cps) 
DO NOT TURN OVER UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD 
SECTION SIX 
Each of the sums in this section is a little problem. When you have found the answer ti 
questio n put it in the brackets at the end of the line. If you cannot answer any question after t 
it, do not waste time on it. Go on to the next. You may do your working in the margin if 
wish. 
Remember to work as quickly and as carefully as you can. You will have 122 minutes for 
secti on. Now begin. 
I . Add together 6, 9, 4. 
2. How many shillings are there in £1 ? ( .................... shill 
3. How many half-crowns are there in £1 ? ( ................half -cro 
4. How many half -crowns are there in 12s. 6d. ? ( ................ half-ore 
5. How many shillings are there in a guinea ? ( .................... chilli 
6. . How many sixpences are there in 7s. 6d. ? ( ................ sixper 
7. Peaches cost 6d. each. How many can I get for 2s. 6d. ? ( .................... peat 
8. What is the cost of eight 4d. stamps ? ( ................s. 
9. How many pennies are there in £1 ? ( pen! 
10. T o m m y had 2s. 6d. to spend. He spent Is. 2d. How much had he left ? ( ................s. ......... 
11. . Add together 3519, 28, 645. 
12. . Subtract 745 from 1000. 
13. . Multiply 25 by 8 and add 7 to the answer. 
14. There are in a picture house. 325 men, 250 women, and 55 children. 
How many people are there altogether ? 
15. There are 56 people on a bus. If each buys a penny ticket how much 
will the conductor collect ? . ( s. 
16. . Apples cost is. 4d. per lb. How much 'k ill 4 lb. cost ? ( s. 
17. In a school there are 9 classes with 38 children in each class. How 
many children are there in the school ? ( chil 
18. Two numbers when multiplied together give 84. One of the numbers 
is 12. What is the other ? . ( .............................. 
19. I buy one book costing 4s. 6d. and another costing 7s. 6d. How much 
change have I out of £1 ? ( ................s 
20. 6s. is divided between Torn and Harry so that Tom gets twice as 
much as Harry. How much does Tom get ? 
21. Plants are 6s. a dozen. How much will 3 plants cost ? ( s 
22. 1 buy five 2d. stamps. How much change have I out of 2s. ? 
leq 
23. . ' . What is the cost of 1 dozen oranges at 40. each ? ( ................s. 
24. In a post office 1 bought two 2 -d. stamps and three 12d. stamps. How 
much change had 1 out of Is. ? . 
25. . What is the cost of 8 lb. of salt at 30. per lb. ? ( s. .... 
LOOK OVER YOUR WORK IN THIS SECTION 
UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO STOP 
DO NOT TURN OVER OR OPEN THIS BOOK UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD 
MORAY HOUSE EXPERIMENTAL 
JUNIOR ARITHMETIC TEST I (B) 
Fill in the following particulars at once :- 
Your Surname 
(Use capital letters) 
Your Christian Name(s) 
( Use capital letters) 
Sex (B. or G.) 
Name of your School 
Class you are in 
Your Age Years 
Date of your Birthday 
(Write the month as a word) 
To -day's Date 
M.H.A. Jun. 1 (B) 
Not to be filled in by 
Pupil 
















Signature of Marker: 
 
SECTION ONE 
Remember to look at the top of each question to see whether it says add, 
or divide. Remember to work as quickly and as carefully as you can. 
You will have 25 minutes for this test and you are to go right on to question 50 








































74 2 <3 1 837 945 











3 6 6 by 6 
GO ON TO PAGE 2 WITHOUT WAITING TO BE TOLD 
I 6. 
Divide. 
581 by 7 
2 
17. 18. 19. 20. 
Add. Add. Subtract. Subtract. 
4506 s. d. 7603 s. d. 
29 3 4 638 7 9 
708 5 6 3 4 
s. d. s. d. 
21. 22. 
Multiply. Multiply. 






25. 26. 2' . 2S. 
Add. Add. Subtract. Subtract. 





















s. d. s. d. 
s. d. s. d. 
29. 30. 31. 32. 
Multiply. Multiply. Divide. Divide. 
s. d. s. d. 
6 1 5 2542by 62 1026by 38 
5 7 
s. cl. s. d. 
TURN OVER TO PAGE 3 WITHOUT WAITING TO BE TOLD 
3 
33. 34. 3.5. 
Add. Add. Subtract. 


















s. d. £ 
: u. 37. 38. 
Subtract. Multiply. Multiply. 
s. d. s. d. s. d. 
16 8 4 7 11 8 
5 6 2 6 9 
d. £ 
39. 40. 41. 
Divide. Divide. Add. 
£ s. (1. 
1 15 
s. d. s. ( 1. 




Add. Subtract. Subtract. 
t. s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. 
12 9 6', 14 6 7 25 0 0 
8 17 11 2 9 82 12 6 8 




s. cl. £ s. d. 




£ s. d. 




1 9 6 b G 
49. 50. 
Add. Subtract. 
£ s. d. f s. d. 
14 16 112 12 8 7 
-5 18 74 4 11 9 
t 
END OF SECTION ONE 
LOOK OVER YOUR ANSWERS UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO STOP 
DO NOT TURN OVER TO PAGE 5 
UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD 
S 
SECTION TWO 
Each of the sums in this section is a little problem. When you have found the answer tc 
the question put it in the brackets at the end of the line. If you cannot answer any questioi 
after trying it, do not waste time on it. Go on to the next. You may do your working in th 
margin if you wish. 
Remember to work as quickly and as carefully as you can. You will have 25 minutes fo 
this section. Now begin. 
Add together 7, 6, 8. 
Add together 5, 14, 9. 
:3. . . Subtract 8 from 17. 
4. . . Subtract 19 from 43. 
5. What number multiplied by itself gives 49 ? 




( .. ............................... 
( 
( 
7. Mary had 40. in her purse and 20. in her pocket. How nmch 
had she altogether? 
8. . What is the cost of four lid. stamps ? ( ................ 
9. I buy an article costing 50. How much change have I out of Is. ? 
10. Two girls divide 2s. 6d. between them. How much does each 
get ? ( ...............s. 
11. . What is half of 15s. ? (. . ........ s. 
12. Multiply hi by 6. ( 
13. . Multiply 50 by 1.2. ( 
14. I bought one book costing 5s. Gd., one costing 4s. !hl.. and one 
15. 
costing 3s. 3d. How much did I spend altogether ? 
Mabel has Is. Mary has half as much as .Mabel. How much 




1G. Dick has 8d. Tom has half as much as Dick. How much have 
they together ? ( ................s. 
GO ON TO PAGE 6 WITHOUT WAITING TO BE TOLD 
6 
17. . . What is half of 3s. 6d. ? ( s: d.) 
18. What is a quarter of I;1 ? ( s. d.) 
19. What is the cost of 31- pounds of sugar at 5d. per pound ? (... s. d.) 
20. . A book costs Ss. How many can I get- for E1 ? ( books) 
21. . Divide 270 by 30. ( ) 
22. Tom had 36 marbles. Jim had 4 times as many. How many 
had they together ? ( marbles) 
23. . . Multiply 12 by 25. ( ) 
24. . What number divided by 9 gives 6 ? ( ) 
25. . Add together 12, 14, 25. ( ) 
26. . . Subtract 25 from 42. ( ) 
27. . How many pennies are there in 10s. ? ( pennies) 
28. . Add together 429, 148, 175. ( ) 
29. . Add together 2763, 39, 478. ( ) 
30. . . Subtract 497 from 5000. ( ) 
31. Margaret had 5s. to spend. She spent 3s. Gd. How much had 
she left ? . ( s. d.) 
32. There are in a school 275 boys, 325 girls, and 15 teachers. How 
many people are there altogether ? ( people) 
:33. 600 children are going for a bus ride. If each bus holds 30, how 
many buses will be needed ? . ( buses) 
34. Two numbers when multiplied together give 63. If one is 9 
what is the other ? ( ) 
35. . Multiply 35 by 4 and add 9 to the answer. ( ) 
36. Oranges cost Sd. per pound. How much will. 5 pounds cost ? ( s_ .. ....d.) 






How many half- crowns are there in 17s. Gd. ? 
. How many sixpences are there in 10s. 6d. ? 
Pencils cost 2d. each. How .many can I buy for Is 6d. ? 
I bought a shirt costing 10s. 6d. and a tie costing 3s. 6d. How 
much change had I out of £1 ? . 
( half -crow 
( sixpeni 
( .................... penc 
( s 
41. Eggs cost 3s. 6d. per dozen. What is the cost of one egg? ( ............................... 
42. Bananas cost ls. per pound. If there are four bananas in a 
pound how much does one banana cost? ( 
43. Tulip bulbs cost 5s. per dozen. How many can I buy for 2s. (id. ? ( bui 
44. I bought three 2z-d. and two 1-ßd. stamps. How much change 
had I out of ls. ? . ( 
45. A boy saves 6d. each week. How much will he save in 40 weeks ? (E........ : ..... 
46. Tom and Jim have 12 marbles between them. If 'rom has 
twice as many as Jim, how many marbles has Jim ? ( marbli 
47. I buy three articles costing 10s. each. How much change have 
I out of £5 ? (S:. s. .i 
48. . What is the cost of 3 pounds of meal at 6d. a pound ? ( s . ............c 
49. If tea costs 3s. 4d. a pound, how much will half a pound cost ? ( s. 
50. There are 540 children in a school of 12 classes. If each class 
is the same size, how many children are in each class ? ( childre 
LOOK OVER YOUR ANSWERS IN THIS SECTION 
UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO STOP 
D.P., EDIN.-400--I/48 
DO NOT TURN OVER OR OPEN THIS BOOK UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD 
4 9 
MORAY HOUSE EXPERIMENTAL 
JUNIOR ARITHMETIC TEST I (C) 
Fill in the following particulars at once :- Not to be filled in by 
Pupil 
Age in years and completed 
Your Surname ............... months. 
(Use capital letters) 
M. 
Your Christian Name(s) Pase Score 
(Use capital letters) 
1. 
Sex (B. or G.) 




Class you are in 
r,. 
Your Age Years 
"nrr.\I. 
Date of your Birthday \ 
(Write the month as a word) TOT .al. 
..3i,11,-nature of Marker: 
To -day's Date 
M.H.A. Jun. 1 (0) 
i 
SECTION ONE 
Remember to look at the top of each question to see whether it says add, subtract, multiply 
or divide. Remember to work as quickly and as carefully as you can. This test is to find ou 
how quickly and carefully you can work. 









1 12 8i 65 
4 2 :3 4 2 :3 8 
5 4 2 
5. G. 7. S. 
Multiply. Multiply. Divide. Divide. 
7 8 
9 6 









68 4 29 i 45 (i2:3 
4 7 :36 7 :362 24 7 
:35 24 :3 
13. 14. 
Multiply. Multiply. Divide. Divide. 
:3 1 (i i 
4 8 
:32 8 b 8 :39 2 hy 7 
GO ON TO PAGE 2 WITHOUT WAITING TO BE TOLD 
2 
17 18. 10 20. 
Add. Add. Subtract. Subtract. 
:3603 s. d. 6904 s. d. 
47 4 2 849 8 7 
970. 5 7 5 3 
s. d. ,. d. 
_' 1 . 2. _':;. 2-1. 
Multiply. Multiply. Divide. Divide. 
243 794 
23 68 51 2by8 44 76by6 
25. 26. 07. 






























s. d. s. d. 
"9. :30. :I . :;_'. 
Multiply. Multiply. Divide. Divide. 




8 7 96by 78 783by29 
TURN OVER TO PAGE 3 WITHOUT WAITING TO BE TOLD 
3 
33. 34. 35. 
Add. Add. Subtract. 


















s. d. £ 
36. 3;. at4. 
Subtract. Multiply. Multiply. 
s. d. s. d. s. (I. 
17 5 5 7 12 1. 
4 7 6 ` 
s. d. 
:3S1. Ni. 41. 
Divide. Divide. 
s. d. 




I s. d. 
3 14 8 
2 8 7 
42. 43. 4-i. 
Add. Subtract. Subtract. 
£ s. (1. £ s. d. i s. d. 
7 1 8 9 1 8 4 5 30 0 0 
4 5 1 1? 5 8 71 1 7 3 4 




. d. í; s. d. 





1 7 4hv8 
48. 49. 50. 
Divide. 
s. d. 
1 9 8 O by 9 
Add. Subtract. 
t s. d. £ s. d. 
15 14 94 17 9 4? 
12 9 11 8 19 7 1 
END OF SECTION ONE 
LOOK OVER YOUR WORK UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO STOP 
DO NOT TURN OVER TO PAGE 5 
UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD 
5 
SECTION TWO 
Each of the sums in this section is a little problem. When you have found the answer to 
question put it in the brackets at the end of the line. If you cannot answer any question a 
trying it, do not waste time on it. Go on to the nest. You may do your working in the mai 
if you wish. 
Remember to work as quickly and as carefully as you can. This test is to find out ] 







. Add together 9. .;. 7. 
Add together 15, 7. 6. 
. Subtract 9 from 16. 
Subtract 17 front 35. 
What number multiplied by itself gives 64 
. Divide 56 by 8. 
What is the cost of six 12d. pencils ? 
8. Jim had 30. John had 54d. How much had they altogether ? 
9. . What is half of I3s. ? 







11. I bought three presents. One cost 3s. 9d., the second one cost 
4s. 6d., and the third one cost 6s. 3d. How much did I 
spend altogether ? ( ..............s. 
Multiply 14 by 5. 
Multiply 40 by 12. 
. What is half of Is. 6d. ? 
( 
( 
15. Tom has 2s. 6d. Dick has half as much. How much has Dick ? ( s 
16. Mary has is. Mabel has half as much. How much have they 
together ? . 
0.0 ON TO PAGE 6 WITHOUT WAITING TO BE TOLD 
6 
17. . . Add together 13, 35, 16. ( ) 
18. Add together 537, 258, 374. ( ) 
19. Add together 249, 27, 5468. ( ) 
20. . Subtract 347 from 1000. ( ) 
2 1 . . What is the cost of five cakes at 32d. each ? ( s . ............d.) 
2. What is the cost of 3j lb. of salt at 4d. per lb. ? ( ................s. ......:.....d.) 
23. . Multiply 8 by 25.. ( ) 
24. . Divide 280 by 40. ( ) 
25. What number divided by 7 gives 9 ? ( ) 
26. How many 2s. 6d. stamps can I get for £1 ? ( stamps) 
27. . How many pennies are there in £1 ? ( .................... pennies) 
28. There are 560 children in a school. If each classroom holds 40 
children how many classrooms will be required ? . ( classrooms) 
29. Mary was given a present of 7s. 6d. She spent 3s. 3d. How 
much had she left ? ( s. d.) 
30. I have 27 British stamps, 275 American stamps, and 305 others. 
How many stamps have I altogether ? . ( stamps) 
31. A pencil cost 1 ¡d. and a rubber costs 22d. What is the cost of 
5 pencils and 5 rubbers ? ( s. d.) 
32. Dick had 25 cigarette cards. Tom had three time as many. 
How many had they altogether l ( ........................ cards) 
:33. Two numbers when multiplied together give 54. One is 6. 
What is the other ? . ( 
Multiply 26 by 5 and add 7 to the answer. ( 
What is the cost of five rulers at 3d. each ? ( d. 
TURN OVER TO PAGE 7 WITHOUT WAITING TO BE TOLD 
7 
36. I bought three books. One cost Il/s. 6d., the second one cost 
8s. 6d., and the third 5s. 6d. How much change had I out 
of £2 ? . . 





38. I bought 3 collars at 2s. 6d. each. How much change had I 
out of £1 ? . ( ................s. ........... 
39. A boy saves Is. per week. How long will it take him to save £1 ? ( wee 
40. . Cakes cost 2s. Gd. per dozen. How much will 3 cost ? 
41. What is the cost of half a pound of coffee at 2s. 10d. per pound ? 
42. How many lId. stamps can I get for Is. ? 
43. I bought three shirts for £1. l is. 6d. Each cost the same. How 




44. 20 cigarettes cost 3s. 4d. How much does each cigarette cost ? ( ....................... 
45. Mary and Margaret had 15 sweets between them, but Mary had 
only half as many as Margaret. How many sweets had 
Margaret ? . ( swee 
4G. I buy four ties at 3s. Gd. each. How much change have 1 
out of £ 1 ? . ( S. 
47. What will be the cost of 3 articles at 4s. 6d. each and 3 articles 
at 5s. 6d. each ? . (£ s. 
48. Oranges cost 8d. per pound. If 4 oranges weigh 2 pounds, how 
much does each orange cost ? ( c 
49. 300 people go to a picture house. 100 pay 2s. each to get in. 
The rest pay ls. each. How much do they pay altogether ? (£ s d 
50. 10s. 6d. is divided equally among three boys. How much does 
each get ? . ( ................ s. 
LOOK OVER YOUR ANSWERS IN THIS SECTION 
UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO STOP 
D.P., ErnN. -400 -1/48 
DO NOT TURN OVER OR OPEN THIS BOOK UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD 
MORAY HOUSE EXPERIMENTAL 
JUNIOR ARITHMETIC TEST I (D) 
Fill in the following particulars at once :- Not to be filled in 
by Pupil 
Your Surname. 
Age in years and completed 
months 
(Use capital letters) 
In. 
Your Christian Name(s) Page Score 
(Use capital letters) 
I. 
Sex (B. or G.) 
3. 
Name of your School 
TOTAL 
Signature of Marker : 
Class you are in........ 
Your Age Years 
Date of your Birthday 
(Write the month as a word) 
To-day's Date 
M.H.A. Jun. 1 (D) 
 
i 
Each of the sums in this section is a little problem. In most of them you will have to ti 
to imagine what is described. This will help you to find the answer. When you have found ti 
answer to the question put it in- the brackets at the end of the line. If you cannot answer Ittn 
question after trying it do not waste time on it. Go on to the next. You may do your workin 
in the margin if you wish. 
Work as carefully as you can. You will have 30 minutes for this test. 
Now begin. 
1. If there are 10 rows of people with 9 people in each row, how 
many people are there altogether ? ( ... .... .... .. ... .... peoplt 
2. In a picture house there, are 8 seats in each row. If there are 
72 people at a show how many rows will be filled ? ( . ....... ........ ............ row 
3. A queue is made up of 20 rows of people. If there are 60 
people in the queue how many are in each row ? . ( peopli 
4. Two bricks each 9 inches long are placed end to end. What is 
their total length ? ft. in 
5. Two pieces of wood, one 2 feet 6 inches long and the other 
5 feet 3 inches long, are placed end to end. What is their 
total length ? ft. in 
6. 1`liree pieces of wood each 1 ft. 6 in. long are placed end to end. 
What is their total length ? . (.......... ft. in. 
7. A boy was 3 ft. 10 in. tall when he carne to school. Now he is 
4 ft. 2 in. tall. How much has he grown ? ( ........................... in. 
8. A boy can hop 4 ft. 6 in., step 3 ft. and jump 7 ft. 6 in. 
How far will he get with a hop, step and jump ? ( ft. .in. 
9. If 20 bricks each 3 in. thick were placed on top of each other, 
how high would the pile be ? . ( ft. ............in. 
10. A brick is 9 in. long. What is the length of 6 bricks laid end 
to end ? (............ft. ........in. 
11. A large letter T is formed by placing a piece of wood 2 ft. long 
and 3 in. wide across the top of another piece of wood 
2 ft. 9 in. long and 3 in. wide. What is the total height of 
the T ? ( £t. ...........in. 
12. A piece of string is 3 ft. long. How many pieces of striavi_ each 
6 in. long can I get out of it ? ( pieces 
GO ON TO PAGE 2 WITHOUT WAITING TO BE TOLD 
2 
13. A boy has to walk 100 yards along a straight road to school. 
One morning he goes 25 yards down a side street and back 
to fetch his friend. How far does he walk to school ? ( yards) 
A park is 100 yards long and 100 yards wide. 
14. A person walks straight across it from one side to the other. 
How far does he walk ? ( yards) 
15. Another person walks once right round the park. How far does 
he walk ? ( yards) 
16. Motor cars are 12 ft. long. If 20 motor cars are standing in a 
line behind each other how far will they stretch ? . ( yards) 
17. A penny measures 1 in. across. How many pennies laid touch- 
ing each other will it take to stretch 10 yards ? ( pennies) 
18. I have three books each 2 in. thick, and six books each 3 in. 
thick. How long a shelf shall I require in my bookcase to 
hold them ? . . (............ft. in.) 
19. A train 90 yards long is madé up of trucks each 9 ft. long. How 
many trucks are in the train ? ( trucks) 
20. One person takes up 1 ft. 6 in. on a seat. How many can sit 
on a seat 9 ft. long ? . ( people) 
21. My garden is 50 yards long and 25 yards wide. If I walk once 
round it how far do I walk ? . ( yards) 
22. Pipes are laid down in pieces 6 ft. long. How many pieces 
will it require to lay a pipe 20 yards long ? . ( pieces) 
23. I put three boxes on top of each other. The first box is 4 ft. 6 in. 
high, the second 3 ft. 9 in. high and the third 2 ft. 3 in. high. 
How high is the pilé of boxes ? . ( ft. in.) 
24. A room is 20 ft. long. A carpet in the room is 16 ft. long. If the 
carpet touches the wall at one end how much space will there 
be between the carpet and the wall at the other end ? ( ft.) 
25. If the carpet is in the middle of the floor how much space will 
there be at each end'? . ( ft.) 
26. A garden path is 10 ft. long and 3 ft. wide. How many blocks 
of stone 1 ft. long and 1 ft. wide will be required to pave it ? ( I docks) 
TURN OVER TO PAGE 3 WITHOUT WAITING TO BE TOLD 
3 
27. A picture is 15 in. long and 9 in. wide. How much black tape 
will be required to put a border round it ? (............ft. 
28. I walk 100 yards north, then 100 yards east and then 100 yards 
south. How far am I from my starting point ? ( yar 
29. Betty is 3 ft. 6 in. tall while Margaret is 4 ft. 6 in. tall. Joan is 
exactly half -way between the two. How tall is Joan ? . ( ft. i 
A wall 30 ft. long and 10 ft. high is built of bricks 1 ft. long and 
3 in. deep. 
30. . How many bricks laid end to end will there be in one row ? ( ........................ bric: 
31. How many rows of bricks will there be laid one on top of the 
other ? . ( ..........................roi 
32. . . How many bricks will there he in the wall ? ( briol 
I have an empty box 12 in. long. 6 in. wide and IO in. deep. 
and I start to fill it with little wooden cubes 1 in. long. 1 in. 
wide and 1 in. deep. 
33. How many cubes will I be able to put in one row of the bottom 
layer ? . (...... ............ cub 
34. . How many rows will there be in the bottom layer ? ( roi 
35. How many cubes will there be in the bottom layer ? ( cub 
36. . . How many layers will there be when the box is filled ? ( laye 
37. . How many cubes will it take to fill the box ? ( cubs 
A parcel is 12 in. long, 9 in wide and 6 in. deep. 
38. What length of string will it take to go once round it lengthwise 't . 
39. What length of string will it take to_go once round it across the 
middle ? ft. 
40. What length of string will it take to go once round it each way ? ( ft. 
LOOK OVER YOUR WORK UNTIL TIME IS UI 
D.P. . EDIY.-400--3149 
DO NOT TURN OVER OR OPEN THIS BOOK UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD 
MORAY HOUSE EXPERIMENTAI. 
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Signature of Marker 
1 
SECTION ONE 
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 
(a) Write the letter which comes after the third letter of the alphabet. 
Put your answer in the brackets ( D ... ..... 
(b) Which letter 'comes in the alphabet between K and M ? i L 
(e) Which letter in the word EXAMPLE comes nearest to Z in the 
alphabet ? 
(d) Write the letter of the alphabet which ends the second month of 
the year 
Now see if you can do the next four questions. 
1. Write the letter which comes most often in the word INN K EEPER. 
?. Write the two letters which come least often in the word N IN ETEEN. 
3. One month of the year begins with the letter which contes just before 
G in the alphabet. Write the last letter of this nuntti ( .... ........ 
4. Write the letter which begins the names of three months of' the year. 
LOOK OVER YOUR ANSWERS UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO STOP 
2 
(a) 1, 4, 7, 10 . 
( ) 
(b) 13, 11, 9, 7 . 
( ) 
Now see if you can do the next six questions. 
5. 17, 14, 11, 8 . 
( ) 
G. 4. 8, 16 ( ) 
7. 36, 45, 54 
( ) 
S. t1, 15s., 16s., 14s. ( s.) 
9. 2s. Oct., 3s. 3s. (id., 4s. s............d.) 
16. 2;(1., 4d., 5zd., 7d. ( ........................ d.) 
Look over your answers until you are told to stop 









Now do the next seven questions. 
11. A, D, G ( 
12. H. L, P ( ) 
13. N, L, J ( ...... ) 
14. AA, BB, CC ( ) 
15. AB, BC, CD ( ) 
1G. BC, BD, BE ( ) 
17. US, PS. QS ( ) 
Look over your answers until you are told to stop 
DO NOT TURN OVER TO THE NEXT PAGE UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD 
M.H.T. Jun. 1 
5 
(a) If XRYZ means COAT, ZR means 
(b) If SBD means PUT, BS means 
Now do these questions :- 
18. If RNO means MAN, NR means 
19. If ROS means SIT, OR means . 
20. If IKSH means MEAT, HKS means 
21. If GXRM means BOAT, GRM means 
22. If PNWR means SNAG. MVP means 
( 
( it at 
( be as 
an I iua 
to as 
is up 
I or I 
( in I 118 I. it I is 
( his I ate I has I tea 
( gum I tab I gem I meg 
( rap I gas I gap I sag 








A is equal to 1. B is equal to 2. C is equal to 3 ; that is A =1, B =2, C =3. 
((t) Write in letters the number 231 . ( BCA 
(b) Add B and C. Write the answer as a number . ( ........................ 
Now do these questions 
23. Take B away from C. Write the answer as a letter 
24. Divide C by A. Write the answer as a number (....... 
25. Multiply B by A. Write the answer as a letter 
In the same way if A is equal to 1, B is equal to 2, C is equal to 4, D is eqt 
to 7, E is equal to 11 ; that is A =1, B =2, C- 4, D 7, E 11. 
26. What two ) letters multiplied together will make 77 ? . ( and ..... 
27. What two letters multiplied together will make 2 ? ( and 
28. What two letters multiplied together will make 14 ? . ( and 
29. What two letters divided by one another will make 2 ? ( and 
30. What two letters divided by one another will make 7 a // ,/ .. . 
Look over your work until you are told to stop 
DO NOT TURN OVER TO THE NEXT PAGE UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD 
4 
Look at these examples : -- 
(a) ( good I pretty I few I bad I wrong) 
(b) ( clear I day I bright I fine. I night ) 
Now do the ones below for yourself. Remember to underline the two words which 
mean the opposite of each other. 
. ( find I appear I lose I look I see ) 
. ( army I stormy I peace I friendly I war ) 
. ( spring I dew I morning I evening I stars ) 
. ( rough I shine I fair I smooth I pretty ) 
( up I near I down 
Look over your work until you are told to stop 
high over ) 
Now look at these examples :- 
(a) Puppy is to Dog as . ( kitten I lamb I sheep ) is to ( lion I cat fox ) 
(h) Apple is to Fruit as ( robin I cow I lettuce ) is to ( vegetable I horse I nest ) 
Now do the ones below for yourself. Remember to underline two words in each answer, 
one word in each of the brackets. 
3G. Aeroplane is to Air as ( train boat I motor car ) is to ( water sky clouds ) 
37. Stocking is to Foot as . ( jacket 1 scarf I glove ) is to ( hand 1 finger I arm ) 
38. Boy is to Girl as ( uncle I man 1 brother ) is to ( maid I woman 1 mother ) 
39. Ankle is to Foot as ( arm. I elbow I wrist ) is to ( thumb I .finger I hand ) 
40. Halfpenny is to Penny as 
( .sixpence I threepenny bit I farthing ) . is to ( pound I florin shilling ) 
41. Nose is to Smell as . ( face J eye J head ) is to ( see I taste J frol ) 
42. Beef is to Cow as ( dinner I pork cheese ) is to ( pig horse 
Look over your work until you are told to stop 
DO NOT TURN OVER TO THE NEXT PAGE UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD 
5 
Read this story :- 
Five boys, Robert, Tom, Billy, Harry and John, run a race. Billy does not run as fas 





Now draw a line under the correct answer to each of these questions :- 
Who came in first ? . ( Robert I Tom I Billy I Harry .lohn 
Who came in second ? ( Robert I Tom I Billy I Harry John 
Who came in third ? . ( Robert I Torn I Billy I Harry John, 
Go straight on with these questions. 
Write your answers in the brackets at the end of each line. 
46. If the letters of the word CHEAP were arranged in the order in 
which they come in the alphabet what would the third letter be ? 
47. John is two years younger than Billy. Mary is four years older 
then Billy. Billy is eight years old. How old is John ? ( 
48. What is Mary's age ? 
Look over your work until you are told to stop 
The sums which follow are subtraction sums with some of the numbers missed out 
Where a number has been missed out there is a dot. Each dot stands for one missin: 
number. Where each dot is write in the correct number. 
49. 
50. 1 9 
8 
51, . 2 
42. 2 . 
6 9 
53. 
. 4 8 
54. 
55. 1 . . 
6 0 6 
Look over your work until you are told to stop 
DO NOT GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD 
6 




Row X S E @ 
Row Y E A R 
Row Z A T A 
In this square the rows read across. The rows are named X, Y and Z. 
For example the first row SEQ is called Row X. 
A column reads up and down. The columns are named 1, 2 and 3. 
For example the first column SEA is called Column 1. 
Now write in the brackets the correct answers to these questions. 
56. Which letter comes most often inside the square ? 
57. What is the naine of the column which does not form a word when 
read downwards 
58. What is the naine of the row which forms a word ? . 
59. What is the name of the column which has not the letter E in it ? ( ............................) 
60. Write the word formed by the letters in column 
Look over your work until you are told to stop 
END OF SECTION ONE 
DO NOT TURN OVER 
UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD 
(a) 
Examples 















62. A is ti, 
63 
64. ri is to 
is to CO 
as is to 









co g o0 
Is to 00 o 














Is to r7 
is to 










ÍF 10 O O O 




O M 0 
Look over your work until you are told to stop 
DO NOT TURN OVER TO THE NEXT PAGE UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD 
For items 61 -74, we are indebted to Mr B. J. BEDELL 
9 
You see here drawings which are made up of small squares like the first drawing, 
marked A. Point to the drawing marked A. You have to write down how many small 
squares, each the same size as A, would be needed to make up each drawing. 
Look at the examples. Point to the one numbered 1. It is made up from fo 
small squares like A, so 4 has been written in the brackets under the drawing. 
Now see if you can do the ones numbered 2 and 3. Write the number of square 







DO NOT GO ON TO THE NEXT DRAWINGS UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD 
75. ( ) 76. ( 77. ( ) ;,. ... ) 79. ( 
50. ( 81. ( ) ti_'. ( ) ti:i. ( ) ,-l. ( 
Look over your answers until you are told to stop 
DO NOT GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD 
to 
Underneath the seven large letters which you see below point to them-there, are 
small drawings. Point to them too. Each of these small drawings is part of one of the 
large letters. You have to find out which letter each part is taken from, and write 
this letter for your answer in the brackets under each little drawing. 
\ Y Z 
Example Answer (....A....) 
Look at the example. Point to it. You can see it is a part of the ' letter A, so 
the letter A is the answer, and A has been written in the brackets. 
Some of the letters may be used for more than one answer. You do not need 
any other letters than the seven big letters printed above, and the little drawings are 
parts of the big letters standing upright exactly as you see them. 
n 
85. ( ._ _..) 86. ( ) S7. ( ) 88. ( . ) 89. '( ) 
V 
90. ( . ) 91. ( ) 92 ( ) 93. ( ) 94. ( 
Look over your work until you are told to stop 
DO NOT TURN OVER TO THE NEXT PAGE UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD 
11 
Look at thése drawings, their names are printed beneath them. 
0 
CIRCLE OBLONG TRIANGLE 
Now look at this drawing. The three shapes - the circle, the 
oblong and the triangle -- -have been printed on top of one another 
so that 13 different spaces have been made. They are numbered 
from 1 to 13. Some of the numbers are inside all three shapes 
inside the circle, inside the oblong and inside the triangle ; other 
numbers are inside two shapes ; and others are inside one shape 
only. For example, the number 9 is inside the circle only -it is 
outside the triangle and it is outside the oblong. Look now at 
number 12. It is inside both the circle and the oblong, but it is 
outside the triangle. 
Now write in the brackets your answers to these questions : - 
95. Which are the two numbers inside the circle but outside the 
oblong and triangle ? . 
96. Which are the two numbers inside the triangle but outside the 
circle and oblong ? 
97. Which number inside the circle. the oblong and the triangle 
98. Which nw)1hr_ is inside the triangle and oblong but outside the 
circle ? 
99. How many i!! :?nI eis are there inside the circle 
100. How many numbers are there inside the oblong but outside 
the circle and triangle ? 
LOOK OVER YOUR. WORK UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO STOP 
U.P., Eu --tor-a/q6 
i 1T1TT1TJJ /Ri l T ) TEST 
Your Surn airc 







r D L 
1 1 1 1 1 
2 2 2 2 2 
3 3 3... .. 3 3 
4 4 4 4 4 
5 5 5 5 5 
6 6 6 6 6 
7 7 7 7 7 
8 8 8 8 8 
9 9 J o e o 9 
Io 10 10 I 10 10 
11 11 11 11 11,..... 
12 12 12 12 12 
Score 
r . r r , 'r DO i'.UI r..;Ii C+IL.. :.; BOOK L?'.:TIL YOU A.7E TOLD 
ï:ory flouse Experimental 
Junior Space Test 1 
Pill in the following particulars: 
Your Surnarra 
+. Your ,:'r s+_:i :.r. lrr.;_:+: ....00......°o..o..a..... ., 
Sex ( n or j . .. .... ....>. .0 00 0° 
Not to be Filled 
by the pupil 
i 





, Name of your ;chC,ol.....e ...................0000.. 
Class you are it 
Your ..age '' years 








The dra.;._ir, :;c or this page are made up of little blocks. 
You have to find out how many blocks are in each drawing. 
You may not be able to see the blocks at the back of some 
of the drawins. If yoú think there are blocks at the 
back of a drawing to hold up the blocks on top you must 
count them too. 
This is the size of each block. 
In this drawing there are three blocks 
so we have written a 3 in the brackets under 
under the drawing. 
/ / // / ¡f/y 
( 3 ) 
iow count the number of blocks in each drawing and write 




(7) /1 ` /- (8) 















Look over your work until you are told to stop 
Du not turn ovor to t'_^° n=t pago until you aro told. 
Pago 3 
N i> 
P1^., turo Picture22 
Here are pictures of two piles of blocks. Some blocks are 
named by letters. You have to find out how many blocks are 
touched by the blocks named in the questions below. 
For example: 
How many blocks does B touch? ( 2 ) 
Block B touches block C and block A, so the answer is 2, so 
we have written 2 in the brackets at the end of the line. 
NOW kc:SWER THESE QUESTIONS BY WRITING A. W YBER IN THE B 
BRA.CRETS TUE E-11) OF EACH LIiNE. 
T' L...a, Ucir ; c'tro 1 
(21) How many blocks does E touch ? ( ) 
(22) How many blocks does A touch? ( ) 
(23) How many blocks does C touch? ( ) 
(24) How many blocks does D touch? ( 
Ucing Picturc 2 
(25) How many blocks does F touch? 
(26) How many blocks does G touch 
(27) How many blocks does H touch? 
(28) How many blocks does K touch? 
(29) How many blocks does L touch? 
(30) How many blocks does to touch? 




The above picture is made up of tan blocks, all of which 
havebeen lettered. Using Picture 3 answer the following 
questions. Put your answers in the brackets. 
(31) How many blocks does A touch? ( ) 
(32) How many blocks does B touch? ) 
(33) How many blocks docs C touch? ( ) 
(34) How many blocks docs D touch? ( ) 
(35) How many blocks does E touch? ( ) 
(36) How many blocks does P touch? 
(37) How many blocks does G touch? 
(38) How many blocks does H. touch? 
(39) How many blocks does 7 touch? ( ) 
(40) How many blocks does L touch? ( ) 
,Look ovos your aasw.,rs until you aro told to stop. 
DC ifOT TU1T2, oV_L.P. OI; 02E. THIS ICn UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD 
Moray house :xp erimental 
. 
. 
. -;): iT:1 .~ TEST 2 
Vill in the following »r :._iculars : 
iour ;;arname 
Your Christian Name(s) 
Sex ( B or G ) 
Nameof Your School- ....... ...........a..... 
Class you are in 
Your A;o years 




Not to be filled 
in by the pupil 





cube has six sides or faces. 
Now suppose that we place the two cubes A and B together 
as shown in the picture and then paint the outside of the 
whole block. 
How many sides of cube A will be painted? 
Put your answer in the br:.ckcts. ( ) 
How many sides of cube B w-i.0 bo rain-bell? 
Put your answer in tho brackets. ( ) 
Now 0044 if rnt ran do the next three questions for yourself. 
0 .,App, le WO jnj_n three cubes A, B and C together as shown 
in the picture and then paint the outside of tho. whole hloo.k. 
(1) How many sides of cube C will be painted? ( ) 
(2) How.many sides of cube A will.be painted? ( ) 
(3) How many sides of cube B will be painted? ( ) 
Ds __; t tl.,_,_ 07 the next page until you are told, 
Pa_3 2 
Tho following quo2tions should be worked out in the some 
we th. oui ns yo,1 .!....r., just done. You are to go right 
through to trie and of the test. You will have 20 minutes. 
2.170 you <'al ready? Begin. 
/-T , 
r 
7 / / . .i 
Suppose that wo place togot_:;r four cubes A, B, C, and D as 
(1) 
shown above and thon paint outside of the whole block. 
( 
T_ w many sides of cube D will be painted? 
(2) Iïo};r r:Lny sides o-2 cube A will be painted? ( 
(3) row many sides of cube C will be painted? ( 
(4) How many sidos of cubo B will be painted? ( 
(5) how many cubes will be painted on Five sides? ( 




Now suppose that wo join four cubes together in a differ,: t 
way as shown and paint the outside of the whole block. 
(7) How maly of cube D will be painted? ( ) 
(8) How many sides of cube A will be painted? ( ) 
(9) How many cubos will be painted on four sides ( ) 
CO strait on t1 D next pago without waiting to be told. 
3 
Lot us now place together six cues as shown and paint 
the outside. 
(104 How many sides of cubo F be painted? 
(il) How many sides of cube a be painted? 
(12) !low riay sides of cube E will be painted? 
(13) LOW Lido of cubo B will be painted? 
(-14) sow iìeny cf:-;os will be painted on four sides? 




We shall now place together nine cubes and paint the outside. 
(16) How many sides of cube K wf_11 be painted? C ) 
(17) How mmy sides of cube G will be painted? 
(18) How sides of cubo A. will be painted? 
(19) How m.:.-Ay sids of cube H will be painted? 
(20) How many sides of cube B will be painted? 
(21) How many sides of cubo E will be painted? 
(22) How many cubes will have four sidos 
(23) How many cubes will have throe sides painted? 
(24) How many cubes will have two sidespainted? 
Go otrai;2;ht on to the next pago without waiting to be told. 
) 
Let us now place together eight cubes, as shown in the 
drawing. They arc in two layers of four, one on top_of.the 
other. If we now paint the outside of the whole block 
(25) How many sides of cube D will be painted 
(26) How many sides of cube B will be painted? 
(27) How many sides of cube E will be painted? 
(28) How many cubes will have tree sides painted? 
In the above picture t.;r3lvo rubes have been joined together 
in two layers of six, but only some of the cubes have been 
lettered. If the o, :.tsiao is painted 
( ) (29) How many cubes will have three sides painted? 
(30) how many cubes will have two sides painted? ( ) 
(31) How many unpainted sides has cube F? ( ) 
(32) How many unpainted sides has cube E? ( ) 
(33) How many unpainted sides has cube G? ( ) 
Go straight on to t',,,, ne::t pagL: without to be told. 
In tho above drawing there aro two layers of nine cubes or 
eight0on altogether, Only some are lettered. The whole of 
(34) :_avv many si(les of cube B are painted? 
('25) xIow many silo of cube D are painted? 
(36) How mally sides has cube M? 
(37) How many un-cainted sides has cube E? 
(36) flaw many cubes 1-ave three sides painted? 
(39) How many cubos hf,v.J four sides painted? 
(40) How many cues have two sides painted? 
(41) How many cubes have one side painted? 
N 
In the abov,,-,, dr7i?:- there are three layers of nine cubes or 
two:Lty s.ivan in all. 
the,outsido is wlirted. 
(42) How many sids of c!lbe M are painted? ) 
(43) HOW many .sides of cube N are painted? ) 
(44) How many sides of cube E are painted? ) 
(5) How many urIninti sidas has cube A ? ) 
(46) How many cubes are painted on three sides? ) 
(47). How,many cubes are painted on two sides? ) 
(48) How 'many Cubes are pained on one side? ) 
(49) How,many cubes are painted on four sides? ) 
(50) How many cubes are un-:paintD'!? ) 
Only some are lettered. The whole of 
DO NOT TURN OVER OR OPEN THIS BOOK UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD 
MORAY IIOUSE EXPERIMENTAL 
SERIES TEST I 
Fill in the following particulars at once :- 
Your Surname 
((se capital letters) 
Your Christian Nanie(s) 
(Use capital letters) 
Sex (B. or Cr ) 
Xante of your School 
Class you are in 
Your Age Years. 
Date of your Birthday 




Not to be filled in by 
the Pupil 










.-ernature of Marker : 
1 
NUMBER SERIES 
All the questions in this test have to do with numbers. The numbers are arranged 
in a certain order but some of them have been missed out. You have to find out in 
what order the numbers have been arranged and then fill in the missing numbers. 
Look at the following examples. The last number has been missed out in each 
case and you have to fill it in. Put it above the ....... 
((i) 1 2 3 4 
(lì) 2 4 6 8 
Now do 
number. 





Remember you have to fill in the last 
9 
12 
:i. . I I 9 7 .r 
4. . . I 11 15 °I I 0.-, 
5. .50 -I11 :ill _'Il 
G. . 4 ti I I i 
i till 40 _III I ( ) 
ti. 
10. 2 (I i;- 10 - 1'1 
Look over your answers until you are told to stop 
DO NOT TURN OVER TO THE NEXT PAGE UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD 
2 
You are now to do questions 11 -50 yourself. After you start you are to go straight 
on to question 50 without waiting to be told. If you come to any question which you 
cannot do, do not waste time on it but go on to the next. You will have 15 minutes 
from the time you start question 11. 
In the next ten questions the last two numbers have been missed out and you have 
to fill them in. 
Here is an example : 
2 
Now do these questions. 
question. 
11. I :3 
12. -I 9 
13. . :3 li 
14. . .5 ti 
4 6 8 





have to fill in two numbers in each 
15. :37 :32 '?7 00 
Ili. :3 '? :3 1 (i 
17. . . !I I 7 I :, I 
I ti, li .i 7 (i S 7 
19. 1. -I :3 1 i 4 7 
o1I. _' :3 :i 4 4 .5 ........ 
Go straight on to the next questions 
The next ten questions are the same as the first ten except that the number which 
has been missed out may come in the middle or at the beginning. You have to fill in 
the missing number. 
_' 1. :3 5 SI 
11 .5 1:3 17 
2:3. . 4 Ii ti 
24. . '? 4 1( i 
2.5. 14 5 .5 
?li. 1') ( i :3 
o7. _>7 1:3 Ii 
os. 1 (5 .... 1(i 
29. 5 4 '? 
311. :3 
27 R1 
TURN OVER TO THE NEXT PAGE WITHOUT WAITING TO BE TOLD 
3 
Go straight on to the next questions. 
In the next ten questions 
times in the middle and in each 








sometimes at the ends and some- 
have been left out. So you have 
Ili 1° 
15 !l 11 
31. . 
1 3_' 
34. :;.i Ill 
64 4 o 
36. i 7 9 
7 a 3 
3S. . 21 1.5 I_' 
39. 1 4 16 32 
4o. 5 !i 17 _'1 
Go straight on to the next questions 
In the next 
numbers missing. 
41. . 
ten questions some have one number missing and some have two 
You have to fill in a number in each place where there is a 
s 11 
42. . 12 26 33 
43. . 3 11 _', 
44. . I 3 6 hl 
4.i, . 25 24 )) i 19
46. . _o.i .%.) Is 13 
47. . .._... Ili 15 21l 
4S. 3 7 15 _':t 
49. . ti i 7 
4 i i ' - s 
Look over your answers until you are told to stop 
DO NOT TURN OVER TO THE NEXT PAGE UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD 
4 
LETTER SERIES 
The questions in this test are like those you have just done except that letters are 
used instead of numbers. They are arranged in a certain order but some of the letters 
have been missed out. You have to find out in what order the letters have been arranged 
and then fill in the missing letters. 
case. 
A copy of the alphabet is printed at the top of each page to help you. 
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 
Look at these two examples : 
(a) A B C D 
(1,) D F HJ 
Now try the following ten questions yourself. You have to fill in one letter in each 
1 w' E IN 
/. \- X W 
1 W V S 
4. . . . l L 1 P 
_\ M 
.Z X T 
. {-{ .1 M b 
E, 11 
Look over your answers until you are told to stop 
DO NOT TURN OVER TO THE NEXT PAGE LA I1L YOU ARE TOLD 
5 
You are now to do questions 11 -50 yourself. After you start you are to go 
straight on to question 50 without waiting to be told. If you come to any question 
which you cannot do, do not waste time on it but go on to the next. You will have 
20 minutes from the time you start question 11. 
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 
In the next ten questions the last two letters in the series have been missed out 
and you have to fill them in. 
11. 
Look at this example : 
A 
Now do these questions. 
A _A 
CE GI 
Remember that you 
U 
have to fill in two letters in each case. 
12. :A U A (' A I) 
13. l' 'l' Q 'l' It 'I' 
l + . _ 1 U U (' (' I) 
15. :A (' 
lic. A Z U 1" (' X 
17. . . (' L 1) M E A 
1S. T N ti \I I; I. 
19. AI N L l' 
Z X V 'l' l; P 
Go straight on to the next questions 
The next ten questions are the same as the first ten except that the letter which 
has been missed out may come 
the missing letter. 
in the middle or at the beginning. You have to fill in 
21. I) l' (: 
22. Z 1" ..... AA' 
23. I) F H 
24. . H I. N 
25. S l; ... I' 
26. M k I 
27. A 1) . . .1 
28. ti W V 
29. P M l: 
3u. L I AI 
Go straight on to the next questions 
TURN OVER TO THE NEXT PAGE WITHOUT WAITING TO BE TOLD 
6 
A BC D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 
In the next ten questions two letters have been missed out, and the missing letters 
are sometimes at the ends of the series and 
in two letters in each question. 
:tl. . A (' (, 
a?. . A 13 
:i:i. . . ( 1 l' l ) Q 
:34. . E \I 
:i;. . 1" Z 
aa. . A I) ß E 
:17. . ..__ Q T 
:is. . A 13 
as). . . Z 1" V N 
4o. . . M N L (1 .1 Q 
Go straight on to the next questions 
sometimes in 
.K 
the middle. You have to fill 
A D 
F M 
l 1' S T 
I) ( 
R l" S V 
A (' A 1) 
W \' 
In the next ten questions two letters have been missed out. The missing letters are 
sometimes at the end and sometimes in the middle. Remember you have to fill in two 
letters in each question. 
11. . I' R Q ti 
.12. . A N I3 O 
-4 . .\ I) 1) (: 
4i. .\ ( : C I 
-45. S 1; 
1)t. ( Q I) R 
47. . '/, _ \ . 
. I' \1 Q N 
I!). ( l' 
.ili. 13 I) 
(: M 
Q P P O 
E S 
X ( W D 
S P 
(; 'l' 1 V 
E I) F 
LOOK OVER YOUR ANSWERS 
UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO STOP 
D.Y., Ewx.-4«r-2148 
DO NOT TURN OVER OR OPEN THIS BOOK UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD a 
MORAY HOUSE EXPERIMENTAL 
JUNIOR LANGUAGE TEST I 
Fill in the following particulars at once :- 
Your Sunlit me 
l -e capital letter,) 
Your Christian Name(s) 
(Use capital letters) 
Sex (B. or U.)... 
Name of your School 
('lass you are in 
Your Age.. Years 
Date of your Birthday 
(Write the month as a word) 
To- day's Date 
Junior Langtinte 1. 
? fi 
A:. s 
Not to be filled in by 
Pupil 










Signature of Marker : 
1 
SECTION ONE 
All the questions in this part of the test have to do with words. 
Look at this example : -- 
LONG . ( large I short I heavy I round ) 




4. BRAVE ( 
( glad I merry I sad I heavy ) 
( thick I deep I wide I narrow ) 
( bright I clean I 'white I grey ) 
quirk I cowardly I cruel I strong ) 
Look over your answers until you are told to stop. 
Now look at this example : - - -- 
LARGE . . ( itd I bright I big I .,ntall ) 
Now do the next four questions yourself 
5. FOE . ( friend I enemy I tool I mistake 
6. DESIRE . ( delight I thank I refuse wish 
7. PURSUE . ( follow I preserve I hide I help 
8. VULGAR . ( fr,,,K n I i'',common I rude I polite 
Look over your answers until you are told to stop. 
Here is another kind of question. Look at this example :- 
BARBS . . ( r7tl i horse I dog I lt ) 
Now do the next four questions : 
9. GRUNTS . . ( hedgehog 
f 
horse I pig I wolf ) 
10. CROWS ( donkey I cock I raven I fox ) 
11. ROARS ( elephant I eagle I dog I lion ) 
12. TWITTERS . ( mouse I swallow I bat I kitten ) 
Look over your answers until you are told to stop. 
DO NOT TURN OVER TO THE NEXT PAGE UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD 
2 
In the next four questions you have to underline the word in the brackets which 
fits the sentence best. 
For example : 
The gale raged ( quietly j furiously I slowly I calmly ) outside. 
Now do the next four :- 
13. The tiny boat drifted ( helplessly I gently I fearfully I bravely ) on the rough sea. 
14. A fire burned ( happily foolishly I brightly I crossly ) in the sitting -room. 
15. The dog barked ( excitedly I sadly I feebly I silently ) as we set out. 
16. The house is ( proudly usefully I foolishly I conveniently ) situated near the station. 
Go straight on to the next four questions. 
In these questions you have to underline the word in the brackets which finishes the 
sentence best : - 
17. John turned as white as a ( snowdrop I sheet I lamb I paper ). 
18. Wrapped in the woollen rug, the little girl was as warm as a ( cosy I stove I mitten 
19. The rascal made off as quick as ( the wind I lightning I fire la 
20. The burglar was as cunning as a ( cat I lion I deer I fox ). 
racer ). 
pie ). 
In the same way underline one word in brackets which fits each of the following 
sentences best : - 
2 1. A cat has ( /itire I short I sharp I soft ) claws: 
-':.'. The ( mischievous I stupid I fat I greedy ) puppy has run off with my slipper. 
23. The snowdrop is a ( spring I summer I autumn I winter ) flower. 
24. The train starts when the ( red I orange I white I green ) flag is waved. 
Look over your answers to the last twelve questions until you are told to stop. 
DO NOT TURN OVER TO THE NEXT PAGE UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD 
Jun. Lang. 1 
3 
In the following questions you have to underline the word in the brackets which 
means the same as the word printed in capital letters. 
You have done this kind of question before, but here is another example : 
EVIL . 
Now do the questions which follow :- 
25. ENOR [OCS 


























Go straight on to the next questions. 
In the next four questions you have to underline the word in brackets which means 
the same as the word printed in capitals in the sentence : - 
?S. This medicine has a HORRIl taste. ( sweet I painful pleasant nasty 







30. That is an EXPENSIVE toy. ( cheap 
I good unnecessary I costly 
31. There is a VACANT shop at the end of our street. 
( closed I icc- cream I empty I new 
Go straight on to the next questions. 
) 
In the next five questions you have to underline the word or words in the brackets which 
answer the question :- - 
32. To ASCEND means . ( to go up I to lift I to lower I to stup 
33. A DUMB man . ( ca I, not see I cannot walk I cannot .speak I cannot Iive 
:34. A TALE is for . . ( wagging I holding I reading I silting 
35. ATHERMOMETER tells ( the lime 
I 
the weather I the temperature I the speed 
36. A QUAY is for . ( doors I ships I shopping I plaiting 
Go straight on to the next questions. 
In the next four questions underline the word in brackets which fits the sentence 
best 
37. The cart (. moved I slid I 'rumbled I ).a,i ) over the cobbled street. 
38. The engine ( puffed I ducked I whistled I jumped ) as it entered the tunnel. 
39. The water ( trundled I swam I splashed I rippled ) over the smooth stones. 
40. The man ( whispered I spoke I shouted I muttered ) from the other side of the broad 
river. 
Go straight on to the next questions. 
TURN OVER TO THE NEXT PAGE WITHOUT WAITING TO BE TOLD 
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Look at this example : - 
SHEEP ( crowd I field .floek grass ) 
You have to underline the word in the brackets which means a collection or a group 
of sheep. 
A collection or a group of sheep is called a flock, so we have drawn a line under 
the word flock. 
Now do these questions : -- 
4I. I3E1:- 
42. PEOPLE . 
43. ((1 \VS 
44. I U)(, - 
. ( hive I .swarm cluster I cloud ) 
( battalion I drew I team. I crowd ) 
( herd I crowd I flock I cluster ) 
( floc] 
Go straight on to the next questions. 
pack. collection I herd ) 
In the following questions all the words in the list belong to one group except one. 
You have to underline the odd one. For example :- 
Tommy Dick I Betty I John I Robert. 
All of the names are boys. names except Betty, so Betty has been underlined. 
Now do the next four questions : 
45. ( ¡lose I lily I cauliflower pansy I wallflower ) 
46. . ( (ha.l I wren. 
Í 
ostrich I crow I bat ) 
47. ( Table I floor I chair piano I wireless ) 
45. Ha/ Prowl? I sixpence I penny I slli.11i.rrg florin ) 
Go straight on to the next questions. 
In the following sentences underline the correct word in the brackets :- 
49. _1 person who walks on the road or street is a 
( motorist J pedestrian I runner I observer 
50. :1 man who plans houses is a.n ( architect il+ler I plumber I pointer ). 
END OF SECTION I 
DO NOT TURN OVER TO THE NEXT PAGE UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD 
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SECTION TWO 
On the next few pages there are some short stories for you to read. You must read 
them carefully, for after each story there are a number of questions about the story which you 
have to answer. 
Here is the first story. It is a letter from a little girl to her friend :- 
DEAR JOAN, 
I am going to the seaside on Saturday and 1 shall be away for a fortnight. 
I am taking Tim, my terrier, with me, but Mother says I cannot take my little kitten, 
Topsy, as she might get lost in the strange place. I am wondering if Ann and you 
would look after her while I am away. I shall be grateful if you will keep her for me. 
Your loving friend, 
DOROTHY. 
Now see if you can answer the following questions. They are all about the letter 
we have just read, and you should draw a line under the correct answer in the brackets. 
1. Who was going on a holiday to the seaside ? ( Joan I Dorothy I Topsy I Ann ) 
2. The holiday was to last ( one week I two weeks I three weeks I a month ) 
3. Tim was a ( boy I cat I dog toy ) 
4. Topsy was not being taken on holiday because ( she did not want to go 
she might get lost in the strange place Joa, was going to keep her I Tim was going ) 
Look over your answers until you are told to stop. 
Now let us read the second story together :- 
One summer day Mother Bear, and Father Bear, and Little Bear were walking in the 
wood when they met Mrs. Porcupine. Mrs. Porcupine had her twins with her, but when she 
saw the bears she sent them home. 
Now answer the following questions. Remember you have to draw a line under the 
correct answer in the brackets. 
5. How many bears were walking in the wood ? ( Two I three 
I 
four I five ) 
6. How many porcupines were walking in the wood ? . ( Two I three I four I five ) 
7. When Mrs. Porcupine met the Bears what did she do ? 
( Stopped I sent the twins home I ran on I shook with fear ) 
Look over your answers until you are told to stop. 
Here is another story. Let us read it together :- 
And what a lovely garden it was ! In the middle of the smooth green lawn stood a large 
tree whose branches made dark shadows on the grass. At the sides of the lawn ran an old red 
brick path with a border of all kinds of flowers. 
Now answer the following questions. Draw a line under the correct answer in the brackets. 
8. The lawn was ( smooth I rough I brown I large ) 
9. The tree was ( old I dark I bent I large ) 
10. The path was ( green I red I brown I yellow ) 
Look over your answers until you are told to stop. 
DO NOT TURN OVER TO THE NEXT PAGE UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD 
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Now read the next little story for yourself and then answer the four questions about it. 
When you have done that go straight on and read the next story and answer the 
questions about it. Then read the next story, and so on right to the end of the test. 
Here is the first of these stories : - -- 
In this forest there were many trees and many flowers. There were many houses, too, 
but these could not be seen. The houses were under the ground and they were called burrows. 
Each one had many rooms and there were always two doors for safety. If an enemy carne 
in at one door the rabbits ran out at the other. 
Now answer these questions. Draw a line under the right answer. 
I I . What could not he seen in the forest ? . ( trees flowers 
I 
houses I rabbits ) 
12. Who lived in the houses ? . ( people 
I 
rabbits I the enemy I mice ) 
13. The houses were called ( bungalows I cottages I den 
I 
burrows ) 
14. There were always two doors for . ( .safety 
I 
fresh air I light I play ) 
Go straight on to the next story without waiting to be told. 
Read this story yourself and then answer the four questions about it :- 
Blue Sky was a Red Indian girl who lived in America. One day her mother said to her, 
" Will you please make a water jar for me ? " Blue Sky ran to the river. She dug clay from 
the bank and took home as much as she could carry. She was going to use the clay to make 
the water jar. 
Now answer these questions. Draw a line under the right answer :- 
15. Where did Blue Sky live ? . . ( India ¡ Africa Britain I America ) 
1(1. What was Blue Sky's mother going to put in the jar ? ( water day jam 1 paste 
17. How much clay did Blue Sky take home ? 
( none at all I a little I as m ieh as she could carry j ca herary load ) 
1 S. Why did she want the clay 
( to make m+ ad pies 
I 
to make a ranter jar 
I 
to make. a hawk I to put in a fairer pot 
Go straight on to the next story without waiting to be told. 
TURN OVER TO THE NEXT PAGE WITHOUT WAITING TO BE TOLD 
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Here is the next story :- 
The children spent two weeks at the seaside. Every morning they went in to bathe for 
half an hour. Afterwards they played in the sand, building castles and digging little canals. 
In the afternoon they usually looked for crabs and starfish or gathered shells. One afternoon 
they went for a sail in a little boat. 
Now answer these questions. Draw a line under the right answer. 
19. How many days did the children spend at the seaside ? 
( two 
I 
seven I ten 
I 
fourteen ) 
20. They went in to bathe for 




thirty minutes ) 
21. During the morning they 




went for a sail 
I 
built sand castles 
22. On most afternoons they 




looked for crabs and starfish went in to bathe ) 
Go straight on to the next story without waiting to be told. 
Here it is :- 
The sun always rises in the eastern sky, climbs in an arch, and sinks in the west Although 
its light is gone from us, it is still shining for other boys and girls in far -away lands When 
we are sleeping on our side of the round world because the night is here, other children are 
waking because it is daylight and the .sun is shining for them. 
Now answer these questions. Draw a line under the right answer. 
23. The sun rises in the . ( 'North I south I east I 'west ) 
24. The sun sinks in the . ( north I south I east I west ) 
25. When it is night here, on the other side of the world it is 
( daylight I cold 
I 
hot I dark ) 
26. The world is ( fiat I .sunny 
I 
rou,,il I square ) 
TURN OVER TO THE NEXT PAGE WITHOUT WAITING TO BE TOLD 
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Here is the next story :- 
One night, a few days after James had left, I had eaten my hay and was lying down in 
my straw fast asleep when I was suddenly wakened by the stable bell ringing loudly. I beard 
the door of John's .house opened and his feet running up to the Hall where the squire lived. 
He was back again in no time. He unlocked the stable door and came in, calling out, " Wake 
up, Beauty, you must go well now if ever you did." 
" Black Beauty." 
Now see if you can answer these questions. Remember you have to draw a line 
under the correct answer in the brackets. 
. Who is telling the story ? . . ( James I John, I Beauty I the Squire ) 
28. Beauty was a ( woman I man I cow I horse ) 
Beauty was, wakened by 
( a (loor opening I someone calling I a bell ringing I footsteps running ) 
3(1. 'l'lie Hall was ( a cottage I a village hall I a large room I a big house ) 
Go straight on to the next story without waiting to be told. 
Here it is : 
As Mary's birthday, which was in the shortest month of the year, fell on a Sunday she 
had her birthday party the day before. Her mother made her a beautiful iced cake, and there 
were eight candles on it. Mary invited to her party Joan, aged six, Wilma, aged eight, and the 
twins. Muriel and Sheila, who were a few weeks younger than Mary. 
Now answer the following questions. Draw a line under the correct answer :- 
:31. On which day did Mary have her party ? ( Friday I Saturday I Sunday I Monday ) 
:32. Who was Sheila's sister ? . ( Joan I Muriel I Mary I Wilma ) 
:33. Who was the oldest at the party ? ( Mary I Sheila I Joan I Wilma I Muriel ) 
34. In which month was Mary's birthday ? . ( February I March I April I May ) 
Go straight on to the next story. 
TURN OVER TO THE NEXT PAGE WITHOUT WAITING TO BE TOLD 
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Here is the next story :- 
The place where the children were going was a sort of marshy thicket at the bottom of a 
field near the house. It wasn't a big thicket, but it looked big because the trees and bushes 
grew so closely that you could not see just where it ended. In winter the ground was damp 
and boggy, so that nobody went there, excepting cows, who don't mind getting their feet wet : 
but in summer the water dried away, and then it was all fresh and green, and full of delightful 
things. This place the children called " Paradise." 
" What Katy Did." 
Now answer the following questions. Remember all you have to do is to draw a line 
under the correct answer in the brackets. 
35. A thicket is a ( tree I marsh I wood I forest ) 
36. The thicket was ( small I big unending I gloomy 
37. Nobody went there in winter because ( cows were there 
it was damp and boggy I it was too far away nobody was allowed to go ) 
38. Write down the word in the passage which tells us that 
the children must have enjoyed going there in summer. 
Write it in the brackets . ( .................. ..............................) 
Go straight on to the next story. 
Here is the next story :- 
John took his little sister Mary and his cousins James and Joan to the zoo one Saturday. 
Joan was older than her brother but younger than John. The two boys wanted to see the 
monkeys first while the girls wanted to see the penguins. They arranged to meet again to have 
a ride on the elephant before going for tea at half -past three. 
Now answer the following questions. Draw a line under the correct answer in brackets. 





40. James was Mary's ( brother I sister I cousin nephew ) 
41. ( Mary I James I John I Joan ) was the oldest of the four children. 
42. They went for tea at ( 3.0 I ..3.15 I 3.30 I 3.45 
Go straight on to the next story without waiting to be told. 
TURN OVER TO THE NEXT PAGE WITHOUT WAITING TO BE TOLD 
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Here is the next story :- 
Behind, far below, were the dark woods and the shining salmon river ; and on the left, far 
below, were the town and the smoking chimneys of the collieries : and far, far away, the river 
widened to the shining sea ; and the little white specks, which were ships, lay on its bosom. 
Before, spread out like a map, lay great plains. the farms, and villages amid dark knots of 
trees. To the right rose moor after moor, hill after hill, till they faded away, blue into blue sky. 
Now answer the following questions. Draw a line under the correct answer in brackets. 
43. Where was the person describing this scene standing ? 
( on a hill -top I at the seaside I on a moor I in a village 
44. The countryside was spread out like a ( river I plain I map I town 
45. On the left lay . ( moor after moor I the salmon river 
the Clark woods I the town and the smoking chimneys of the collieries 
46. The white specks were . ( feathers I snowflakes I ships I clouds 
Go straight on to the next story without waiting to be told. 
Here is the next story. It is a little poem this time. 
I wish I lived in a caravan 
With a horse to drive like a pedlarman. 
Where he comes from nobody knows 
Or where he goes to, but on he goes. 
Now answer the next four questions. Draw a line under the correct answer :- 
47. Who do you think is speaking ? ( a child f the pedlarman I nobody I mother ) 
48. Where does the pedlarman come from ? 
( the country I the town I nowhere I nobody knows ) 
49. Who lives in the caravan ? 
( nobody I the pedlarman I the horse I another person ) 
.50. How did the caravan move ? ( it was pulled by a motor car I 
it was pulled by a horse I it was pushed I it moved by itself ) 
THERE ARE NO MORE QUESTIONS 
LOOK OVER ALL YOUR ANSWERS 
UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO STOP 
II.P., E
din.-400---2/48 
DO NOT TURN OVER OR OPEN THIS BOOK UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD 
MORAY HOUSE, UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH 
JUNIOR ARITHMETIC TEST 
Fill in the following particulars at once :- 
Your Surname 
(Use capital letters) 
Your Christian Name(s) 
(Use capital letters) 
Sex (Boy or Girl) 
Name of your School 
Class you are in 
Your Age Years 
Date of your Birthday 
(Write the month as a word) 
To -day's Date 
Read the following carefully :- 
N° 
Not to be filled in 
by Pupil 















Signature of Marker : 
Arithmetic Quotient : 
1. This Test is in two sections. There are four pages in the first section and three pages in 
the second. Twenty minutes will be allowed for each section. 
2. You may work the sums in your head ; or you may do your working in the margin if 
you wish to do so. 
3. Work as quickly and as carefully as you can. Make any changes in your answers 
clearly. 
4. No one is expected to do everything. Just do as much as you can. If you cannot do 
any question, don't waste time on it, but leave it out and go on to the next. 
5. When you are told to do so. turn over to page 1. The rules at the top of page 1 will be 
read to you while you follow. and you must then start working the Test at once. 
6. When you have finished one page go on to the next. as far as page 4, and then look 
over your work till time is up. Do not turn over to page 5 till you are told. 
7. When you are told to stop. STOP WORKING AT ONCE. 
8. Ask no questions at all. 
M.H.A. Jun. I 
i 
SECTION ONE 
Remember to look at the top of each question to see whether it says add, subtract, multiply, 
or divide. Remember to work as quickly and as carefully as you can. 
You will have 20 minutes for this section and you are to go right on to question 50 without 
waiting to be told. Now begin. 
1. 3. 4. 
Add. Add. Subtract. Subtract. 
6 43 768 539 
8 12 532 287 
5 34 
5. 6. 7. 8. 
Multiply. Multiply. Divide. Divide. 
7 28 
6 9 36 by 4 7 4 5 by 5 
9. 10. 11. 12. 
Add. Add. Subtract. Subtract. 
574 231 8374 9458 










3 6 6 by 6 5 8 1 by 7 
17. 18. 19. 20. 
Add. Add. Subtract. Subtract. 
4506 s. d. 7603 s. d. 
29 3 4 638 7 9 
708 5 6 3 4 
s. d. s. d. 





















R. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. cl. 
3 6 11 9 10 12 6 1 13 4 
14 8 4 8 6 5 8 14 10 
7 4 16 3 
£ 
29. 30. 31. 32. 
Multiply. Multiply. Divide. Divide. 
s. (1. s. d. 





33. 34. 35. 
Add. Add. Subtract. 
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. 
1 5 33. 1 6 1 1 5 1 4 1 2 5 
1 2 6 3 8 9 5 1 6 8 
9 7 21 6 11 
£ 




10 12 8 







S. (1. £ S. (1. 





s. d. s. d. 
75 15 1 0 by 5 36 9 2 by 7 
41. 
Add. 
£ s. d. 
11 15 7 
8 9 
14 16 10 
-P-.'' 43. 44. 
Add. Subtract. Subtract. 
_ s. d. £ s. d. 
1 ') 9 6 14 6 7 25 0 0 
;;, 17 11 2 9 8 1 12 6 8 























6 by 6 






s. d. £ s. d. 
£ s. cl. 
14 16 11¿ 12 8 71 
17 1.3 4 by8 5 18 7 4 11 9 
126 7 84 
£ 
END OF SECTION ONE 
LOOK OVER YOUR WORK UNTIL TIME IS UP 
DO NOT TURN OVER TO THE NEXT PAGE 
UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD 
5 
SECTION TWO 
Each of the sums in this section is a little problem. When you have found the answer to 
the question put it in the brackets at the end of the line. If you cannot answer any question 
after trying it, do not waste time on it. Go on to the nest. You may do your working in the 
margin if you wish. 
Remember to work as quickly and as carefully as you can. You will have 20 minutes for 







Add together 7, 6, 8. 
. Add together 5, 14, 93. 
Subtract 18 from 27. 
Subtract 19 from 43. 
What number multiplied by itself gives 49 ? 





7. Mary had Is. 40. in her purse and 30. in her 
pocket. How much had she altogether ? . ( d.) 
8. . What is the cost of five lid. stamps? ( ................................ d.) 
9. I buy an article costing 5d. How much change have 
I out of Is. ? . ... ............................d.) 
10. Two girls divide 3s. 6d. equally between them. 
How much does each get ? ( s. d.) 
11. . What is half of 15s. ? ( s. d.) 
12. . Multiply 15 by 7. ( ...... ..............................) 
13. . Multiply 55 by 12. ( ) 
14. I bought one book costing 5s. 6d., one costing 4s. 9d., 
and one costing 3s. 3d. How much did I spend 
altogether ? . ( s. d.) 
15. Mabel has Is. 6d. Jane has half as much as Mabel. 
How much has Jane ? d.) 
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16. Dick has 8d. Tom has half as much as Dick. How 
much have they together ? . ( s. d.) 
17. . What is half of 5s. 6d. ? ( ................s. 
18. . What is a quarter of £1 ? ( s. d.) 
19. A book costs 2s. 6d. How many can I get for £1 ? ( books) 
20. . Divide 270 by 30. ( 
21. Tom had 20 marbles. Jim had 4 times as many. 
How many had they together ? . . . ( marbles) 
22. . Multiply 12 by 25. ( ) 
23. . What number divided by 9 gives 6 ? ( ) 
24. . Add together 312, 18, 256. ( ) 
25. . Subtract 258 from 420. ( ...... ..............................) 
26. . How many pennies are there in 10s. ? ( pennies) 
27. . Add together 429, 148. 175. ( ) 
28. . Add together 2763, 39, 478. ( ...... ..............................) 
29. . Subtract 497 from 5000. ( 
30. Margaret had 5s. to spend. She spent 3s. 6d. How 
much had she left ? . . ( s. d.) 
31. There are in a school 275 boys, 325 girls, and 15 
teachers. How many people are there altogether ? ( people) 
32. Two numbers when multiplied together give 63. If 
one is 9 what is the other ? . . . ( ) 
33. . Multiply 35 by 4 and add 9 to the answer. ( 
34. Oranges cost 8d. per pound. How much will 
5 pounds cost ? ( ................s. d.) 
35. How many half -crowns are there in 17s. 6d. ? ( half -crowns) 




36. I divide 10s. Gd. equally among a number of boys 
giving them 6d. each. How many boys get 6d. ? ( ........................ boys) 
37. Pencils cost 2d. each. How many can I buy for ls. Gd: ? ( pencils) 
38. I bought a shirt costing 10s. 6d. and a tie costing 
3s. 6d. How much change had I out of £1 ? . ( ................s. ............d.) 
39. Eggs cost 3s. 6d. per dozen. What is the cost of 
one egg ? ( ....................d.) 
40. Bananas cost ls. per pound. If there are four bananas 
in a pound how much does one banana cost ? ( .... ............................d.) 
41. Tulip bulbs cost 5s. per dozen. How many can I buy 
for 2s. 6d. ? ( bulbs) 
42. I bought two 21-d. and two lId. stamps. How much 
change had I out of ls. ? . ( . .............................. d.) 
43. A boy saves 6d. each week. How much will he save 
in 40 weeks ? . (£ s.........d.) 
44. Multiply 36 by 5 and subtract 7 from the answer. ( ...... ..............................) 
45. I buy three articles costing 10s. each. How much 
change have I out of £5 ? . . ( £ .................s.........d.) 
46. What is the cost of 3 pounds of plums at 80. a 
pound ? ( ................s. ............d.) 
47. If tea costs 3s. 4d. a pound. how much will half a 
pound cost ? ( ................s. d.) 
48. There are 540 children in a school of 12 classes. If 
each class is the same size, how many children are 
in each class ? ( .................... children) 
49. What is the cost of 3¡ pounds of sugar at 5d. per 
pound ? . . . . . . . ( s. d.) 
50. 600 children are going for a bus ride. If each bus 
holds 30, how many buses will be needed ? . ( buses) 
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